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Introduction: Benchmarking methods for comparison
the national reports
Method: Benchmarking comparison
Definition of the benchmarking methods to compare the national outputs from
internal partner brainstorming.
Output
•

Summary/report from all countries – development of the training concept
Period of realization: March –April 2019

Best Practices Benchmarking® is a powerful tool to gain competitive insight and
provides “evidence-based” views of performance throughout product and organization
lifecycles. In general, it is the application of what is learned in benchmarking that
delivers the marked and impressive results so often noted. We supplement the
traditional metrics-focused approach with an analysis of why and how practices
produce exceptional results. Many industry leaders and companies use our
benchmarking tool to identify the gaps in the process to improve and enhance
performance.
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There are two primary types of benchmarking:
•

Internal benchmarking: comparison of practices and performance between
teams, individuals or groups within an organization

•

External benchmarking: comparison of organizational performance to industry
peers or across industries

These can be further distilled as follows:
➢

Process Benchmarking: Demonstrate how top performing companies

accomplish the specific process in question. Such benchmarking is collected via
research, surveys/interviews, and site visits. By identifying how others perform the
same functional task or objective, people gain insight and ideas they may not
otherwise achieve. Such information affirms and supports decision-making by
executives.
➢

Performance Metrics: “Performance metrics” give numerical standard

against which a client’s own processes can be compared. These metrics are
usually determined via a detailed and carefully analysed survey or interviews.
Clients can then identify performance gaps, prioritize action items, and then
conduct follow-on studies to determine methods of improvement.
➢

Strategic Benchmarking: Identify the fundamental lessons and winning

strategies that have enabled high performing companies to be successful in their
marketplaces. Strategic benchmarking examines how companies compete and is
ideal for corporations with a long-term perspective.
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Subsequent aims:
➢

Desk research

➢

Outputs from the national brainstormings to develop the final report with

those issues:

1.

Develop a set of comparable “quality indicators” of the level and

experience of the IT education in our national environments
o Current state – definition of key IT skills – level of IT skills

2.

Develop a set of comparable “teaching methods”

o

Which methods are suitable for IT education

o

Innovative/untraditional methods suitable for IT educations

3.

Develop a set of the “characteristics of the Digital professions

Digital Professions Trainer”
o

Important personal attributes of the Digital professions Digital

Professions Trainer to be a good facilitator for IT skills
4.

Develop a structure/curriculum of the training programme to

achieve the quality indicators defined in 1, using the teaching methods in 2
(including the proposal of range)

Final goal:
➢

to develop the comparative analysis by benchmarking of the national

brainstorming
➢

Final report summary with the final curriculum

➢

The proposal of the complete training programme
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Desk research
We have realized the desk research about general training in our countries following
the topics of brainstorming.

Unit 1 The Human Factor
1. General considerations
Skills training today takes place in a variety of set-ups: it can be part of formal and
non- formal training, it can be conducted at school, at a vocational training center, at
community level, at the factory or in a workshop. Schools, colleges and training centers
are usually expected to hire professional part-time or full-time Digital professions
Digital Professions Trainers who, apart from the skills training, may also be in charge
of classroom instruction.

school, college
formal
Skills Training

training center
company

non-formal

community

Within the private sector, the situation is quite different. If at all, only the bigger
companies conduct their own in-house training and, therefore, employ their own inhouse Digital professions Digital Professions Trainers.
Their job isn’t really much different from the jobs of Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainers at schools and training centers with the one exception that the
respective training measures are tailor-made for the specific needs of a company.
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Small- and medium-sized enterprises may also acknowledge the need for in-house
training, but to employ a full-time Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer is out
of the question for most of them: it may not only be beyond their reach financially, it
would perhaps also not meet their real training needs. In that scenario, it is usually the
supervisor who will be the one in charge of training. In the same way, also the owner
of a business is a Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer with the sole
difference to the supervisor that he/she has no management above him/her but simply
represents it him-/herself.
Both situations have in common that their training approach is very often not
systematically organized, particularly in small enterprises. Skills training there just
„happens “; whenever the need arises, the respective person is shown how to perform
a certain skill and then again left on his/her own. Depending on the goals, this may be
sufficient, but even then, it is important to recognize basic principles of skills training in
order to achieve high learning results.
As for DTS-programs (Dual Training System), it is envisioned that the training be
divided among a training institute and a company, the latter at least providing the
exposure to real working conditions, and thus allowing the Digital Professions Trainee
to apply what he/she has learned. Once again, it is most likely at the supervisory level
where the responsibility for the training will lie. Let us therefore first have a look at the
supervisor in the company.
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2. The supervisor
The role of a supervisor within a company can be described as that of a mediator:
positioned between management and workforce, he/she has to relate management
decisions to the workforce and ensure their implementation, but also communicate
workers’ concerns to management.

Management
Receiving orders

Giving reports
Supervisor

Giving orders

Receiving reports
Workforce

The tasks and responsibilities range from making suggestions for improvement,
giving reports, conducting meetings, coordinating work with other sections and keeping
rapport with other supervisors and departments such as HRD, personnel/staff; they
include planning work, overseeing the production process, making production
decisions, maintaining cost control, assigning work to workers and selecting
employees for specific jobs. Doing the latter, however, may very well lead to another
crucial responsibility: training. Finding the right people for the right job sometimes can
simply mean training people.
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Making suggestions for
improvement
Keeping rapport with other
departments/supervisors

Giving reports

Coordinating work with other
sections
Selecting employees
for Specific jobs

Supervisor

Assigning work

Making production
decisions

Planning work in own
selection

Conducting meetings

Training staff
Overseeing
production process
Maintaining cost control

To fulfill the duty of a supervisor, he/she relies to a great extent on the skills of the
workers in his/her section since they are the ones who actually do the job. To meet
deadlines, to ensure high quality in production, Digital professions Digital Professions
Trainer not only need the proper tools and equipment but people who can handle
them skillfully. It is the human factor that makes the difference!
Unfortunately, the labor market does not always provide the staff needed, be it the
specialist, be it the operator of a particular machine. As a supervisor, Digital
professions Digital Professions Trainer will be among the first to be confronted with
this problem; management will expect Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer
to come up with suggestions for solutions or even expect Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer to handle it all on Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer
own. For example, they may hire people who meet a minimum level of requirements
but still cannot perform the job expected from them unless their skills are being
upgraded. Management may also introduce new equipment and send Digital
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professions Digital Professions Trainer to a training, and, in return, expect Digital
professions Digital Professions Trainer to train others who will also operate these
machines. In any case, chances are that, being a supervisor, Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer will have to train other people at some point in working life.
Becoming a Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer, however, should not
just be another add-on responsibility of a supervisor. Management has to be aware
that quality training is time consuming and therefore proper adjustments have to be
made, for the Digital professions Digital Professions Trainers as well as for the Digital
Professions Trainees. To understand all aspects involved in training, let us now have
a look at what it takes to be a good Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer.

3. The Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer
The main task of a Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer is to train. When
we look into the dictionary, it provides the following definition:

to train

=

to give teaching or practice, esp. in an act, profession, or
skill
to make ready for a test of skill

Taking a closer look, we will find that training involves quite a range of different
activities, such as:
correcting
analyzing

criticizing

demonstrating

evaluating
training

disciplining

motivating
praising

explaining
organizing
encouraging

planning
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As for demonstrating, it can mean many things, from welding over sawing to cutting,
baking, drilling, painting, sewing, typing etc. What is being demonstrated will depend
on the skill to be learned. The first requirement for a Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer therefore is that he/she can perform all the occupation specific
skills involved in a particular profession and therein meet professional standards.
Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer must also be equipped with the relevant
specialized knowledge of respective craft to be able to explain what he/she is doing
and to give further background information whenever needed.
Analysing, correcting, evaluating, organizing and planning are some of the
methodological skills needed as a Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer.
She/he will have to organize training, decide on the sequence, plan and execute it,
monitor progress of Digital professions Trainees, evaluate skills and knowledge and
correct mistakes. She/he may even have to deliver short presentations at times and
make use of visual aids for better understanding.
Last, not least, she/he must be able to display social skills, that is communicating
with and relating to others. Digital professions Digital professions Trainer has to be
able to explain, to encourage, criticize, motivate and praise. Without communication
skills and the ability to handle different kinds of people, his/her professional expertise,
e.g. as a welder, is hardly of any use when it comes to training. Unless Digital
professions Digital professions Trainer can communicate the crucial points to Digital
professions Trainees and explain them how and why something is done in a particular
fashion, he/she will not be successful as a Digital profession’s Digital professions
Trainer. The professional competence of a Digital professions Digital professions
Trainer therefore comprises three areas:
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Occupation
specific
skills

Professional
competence of
a Digital
proffessions
Methodological
skills

Social
skills

The similarities to what are required of a good supervisor are quite obvious: He/she
also needs technical, methodological and social skills. The focus, of course, is
different. While the Digital professions Digital professions Trainer focusses his/her
attention on the training process and the Digital professions Trainees, the supervisor
is mainly concerned with all aspects of the production process. Nonetheless, as a
Digital professions Digital professions Trainer she/he also has to keep the production
process in mind, in a way.
Skills training is not a purpose in itself. It is related to the needs of the industry and
business sector, thus leading to or even creating (self-)employment. A thorough
analysis of the skilled manpower needed in the respective business’ sectors should be
the foundation upon which the various training schemes of training centers and schools
are build. For a Digital professions Digital professions Trainer this means permanently
updating own knowledge on the latest developments in her/his field of expertise, be it
new techniques, be it new procedures or equipment and machines. If Digital
professions Digital professions Trainer are not company based, staying in close touch
with the industry of the area is an indispensable necessity, since the ultimate goal of
skills training is to enhance the job opportunities of the Digital professions Trainees.
Which leads us to the next set of people involved in training: the Digital professions
Trainee.
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4. The Digital professions Trainee
Each Digital professions Trainee is different. While some can easily assimilate
some subject matters, they encounter difficulties in other areas. Digital professions
Digital professions Trainer has to consider the individual traits and characteristics
which differentiate each Digital Professions Trainee and cause each to react in his/her
own peculiar way. Some of these individual differences are:

Adaptability

Education

Initiative

Age

Experience

Leadership

Ambition

Habits

Patience

Aptitude

Imagination

Temperament

Dependability

Intelligence

Tolerance

Determination

Interest

Versatility

Digital professions Digital professions Trainer also has to adapt the training to the
background of the respective Digital professions Trainees. This means being
considerate of the level of knowledge they have, whether they are slow learners or fast
learners and how they learn best. To recognize the different needs of different people
in a training context is a crucial requirement for a Digital professions Digital professions
Trainer since it is his/her responsibility to facilitate learning for all Digital professions
Trainees.
As was already said, the differences between learners depend on a wide variety of
factors, one of them being age: in general, the ability to learn increases rapidly from
early childhood to the early twenties, after which it declines very slowly up to about the
age of 45. Somewhere around 55, a steeper decline begins. While manipulative skills
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are usually learned faster by the younger ones, middle-aged people can be more adept
at learning due to their better background of knowledge and experience. Despite of
age, continuous learning has become a necessity today because of the constant and
rapid changes in procedures, processes etc.

4.1. The young Digital professions Trainee
Youth, the time between childhood and adulthood (10/12 to 18/20 years), is the
period in which the growing human being attempts to become an independent
personality. The central conflicts of young people stem from that intermediate position.
This transition period and the physical changes involved often lead to uncertainty and
problems of orientation. The young people’s difficulties with their own development
frequently then lead to difficulties with their environment, particularly with adults. The
group of persons of their own age (peer group), on the other hand, is an important aid
to orientation for young people since it is also the training ground for behavior in adult
society.

When dealing with young people as Digital professions Trainees, the following
aspects should be considered:
•

Young people want to be taken seriously. They would like
to take on responsibility.

•

They have a great urge for action and wish to press forward
into the material sectors of adults but without being
patronized.

•

They are looking for role models in adults, but are still
uncertain in dealing with them. Adults, in particular
teachers and Digital professions Digital professions
Trainers, must try to break down this barrier.
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Young people enjoy learning whenever
•

Teaching makes link to their interest in other persons

•

Teaching is eventful and diversified (urge for experience)

•

They can do something themselves (urge for activity)

•

They can help in planning and organizing and do things on
their own (urge for self-determination & responsibility)

•

They are invariably accepted with all their idiosyncrasies

•

Minor achievements are also acknowledged and praised

•

They can apply what they have learned to genuine
problems within their life

4.2. The adult Digital Professions Trainee
Adults generally consist of personalities which are relatively complete. They have
increasing experience of life and clearer ideas of themselves and their goals than
young people. They are accustomed to acting as persons who are independent and
free, who are fully capable of running a business and making sound judgements. All in
all, they have developed habits which they are not easily willing to abandon or have
questioned. This commitment becomes stronger, the older one becomes.
The tendency towards consistency, towards maintaining and retaining opinions and
attitudes can pose a serious problem, though, when it comes to learning. For learning
always means change of behavior due to experience: new knowledge, new skills or
new attitudes lead to new behavior. It may therefore be difficult for them to accept new
approaches, techniques etc. and thus „unlearn“ previous behavior.
It is also a fact that earlier learning experience governs the nature of acquiring and
processing new learning experience, that is what we have learned and how we
learned. Depending on the experience, previous learning can have a positive or a
negative effect; an adult will be motivated by hope of success or fear of failure and be
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a confident or rather apprehensive learner due to his/her individual learning history. To
accept new forms of learning is not impossible, but will take time.
Digital professions Digital professions Trainer has to take those aspects into
consideration when dealing with adult Digital professions Trainees. Adults also
show a:
•

Slower speed of learning, therefore require more time

•

Less perfect short-term memory, but usually a better longterm memory for matters concerning the profession

•

Reduction in individual performances of perception, greater
reaction time

On the other hand, they show a:
•

Greater accuracy and improved care in the process of
learning

•

Greater

general

and

professional

experience

and

experience of life with more points of contact for learning
•

Greater attention and perseverance

5. The Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer - Digital
Professions Trainee relationship
In the transition period between childhood and adulthood, young people develop
ideas about who they might be and what they want to become, and orient themselves
thereby according to models and prototypes. The latter are generally abstract concepts
or characteristics – they prescribe how one is to live, for example. Models can be
persons in their own personal environment, such as teachers, Digital professions
Digital professions Trainers, parents or older persons, also personalities of public
importance.
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A model is only effective when young people can observe and copy how adult
models master problems which they themselves also have. For a Digital professions
Digital professions Trainer that means that he/she should avoid giving the impression
of being able to do „everything “, and do it perfectly. It may even lead to defiance on
the part of the Digital professions Trainees as there is too great a distance between
him/her and them: Digital professions Digital professions Trainer is too far away to be
a model and Digital professions Digital professions Trainer also may cause a feeling
of inferiority – I can never be like this model.
Though young people want to be taken
seriously, that doesn’t mean to treat them in
exactly the same way as other adults. On the
contrary, it may tempt them to have exaggerated
opinions of themselves and even result in
considerable disciplinary problems. The art of
relating to them means finding the right tone for
the right situation and person. For young Digital
professions Trainees’ Digital professions Digital
professions

Trainer

will

be

a

model,

a

supervisor, and even a counselor at times.
As towards the adult learner, wherever possible Digital professions Digital
professions Trainer behaves in a partner-like and friendly manner; Digital professions
Digital professions Trainer express criticism carefully and fairly and he/she shows that
Digital professions Digital professions Trainer has confidence in his/her capability. In
training approach Digital professions Digital professions Trainer utilize supportive and
reinforcing elements to make learning an experience of success from the very
beginning. As much as the young Digital professions Trainee needs to be encouraged,
this holds also true for the adult learner.
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6. The human factor as the big difference
As we already said, it is the human factor that makes the difference: Whether staff
is well- trained or not, will show in many ways. Though quality training is definitely time
consuming and, of course, a cost factor, it is also an investment in the future that will
surely pay off. Particularly when it comes to in-house training, a proper cost analysis
will show that it is always to the advantage of the business to ensure that their
employees meet the qualifications required for a particular job.
When comparing the performance of two imagined companies with the same
kind of set- up except for staff – the one working with well-trained people, the other working
with people who are not equipped for the jobs that they perform – the advantages of training
show easily:

Advantages
Well-kept tools and machines
Well maintained equipment
Maximum and proper use of resources
Good quality of products/service
Low number of rejects/complaints
Faster production

High safety standards
High environmental standards

Motivated staff
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What – The Training Goals

Unit 2 The Training Goals
1. The meaning of learning
In the previous chapter we came to the conclusion that the human factor makes the
big difference with regard to production or service: we need the right people to do the
right jobs. To ensure that this happens, it is important to specify what a person is
required to know and must be able to do for a particular work placement. If we cannot
find someone who meets these specific requirements, we then will have to start training
somebody: we will have to find a person who is willing to learn. We also said that
continuous, life-long learning is a must since there are always changes – new
procedures, new machines, new technologies. So learning is really an integral,
necessary part of our working life. But what really is learning?

Learning has been defined in various ways by different scientists. The essence of
all these definitions, however, could be put as such: Learning means that we change
our behavior due to experiences. This definition excludes changes of behavior due to
chemical influence, like drinking beer or taking drugs, changes due to momentarily
physical strain, like being tired or, changes due to genetics while growing up. On the
other hand, it is broad enough to include the many different ways of what and how we
learn.

Definition

Learning = change of behavior due to experiences
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2. The areas of learning
When learning is defined as change of behavior, the fact that somebody has
learned something should be seen in his/her behavior after learning. If, for example, a
Digital professions Trainee does not change his/her behavior, then it is impossible for
the Digital professions Digital professions Trainer to know whether he/she has really
learned anything. This is quite obvious when we look at an example:
•

Previously, he/she was not able to explain a band saw, but now he/she can!

•

Previously, he/she was not able to cut wood with a band saw, but now he/she can!

•

Previously, he/she was not able to cut accurately, but now he/she can!

Looking at this example, we can hereby also identify different types of learning:
Through learning we can acquire knowledge (he/she understands the functions of a
band saw and therefore can explain it), skills (he/she can operate the band saw and
therefore cut wood) and attitudes (he/she values precision and therefore cuts
accurately).
So, through learning we can acquire new…

We know more than before.

…knowledge

We do things better than before.

…skills

We hold a different opinion than before.

…attitudes

which leads to new…
…patterns of behavior
We behave differently than before.
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Learning often is quite complex and involves all areas. Let us, for example, look at
driving: What actually happens when we learn how to drive a car? What knowledge is
acquired?
What skills are acquired? What attitudes are acquired? We can easily see that all
three areas are involved which then lead to the actual behavior of how we drive a car.
These different types of learning are also known as the cognitive, psychomotor and
affective type. Pestalozzi, a Swiss educator, speaks of "Head, hand and heart". He
recommends that successful teaching and learning has to activate all three types
equally.
The cognitive learning (head) is concerned with the development of ideas and
concepts. It covers much of what academic learning demands. It involves, among other
things, understanding, reasoning and problem solving.

Development
of ideas & concepts

Affective

(heart)

learning

is

important for the development of
values and attitudes. It involves
emotions and affect. The most
important

factor

in

teaching

appreciation is, of course, the
teacher.

Development
of movement

Development
of values & attitudes

Psychomotor (hand) learning involves under- standing the external world
through the senses and the muscles. It varies from large muscular to fine motor
skills based mainly on perception. This type of learning is particularly crucial in
vocational training.
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Though skills training mostly is concerned with psychomotor learning – the hand -,
also cognitive and affective learning – the head and the heart – are involved in this
process, else the training may not meet the desired result or even fail altogether. In the
example above, the Digital professions Trainee may be able to operate the band saw,
but since he/she lacks the right attitudes, the cuts are not being carried out accurately.
Another example: when a Digital professions Trainee learns how to type, he/she not
only has to be able to strike the keys on the typewriter in a certain pattern, but also has
to display a sound knowledge of spelling and grammar as well as the general
willingness to work accurately and with care. If not, the typed document might be full
of mistakes and the sheet crumpled or even torn.

3. The importance of learning objectives
As we know already, training means to give teaching or practices, esp. in a
profession or skill. It also means to make people ready for a test of skill. In vocational
training the skills to be taught range from welding over metal work, woodwork, to
tailoring, secretarial work and so on. The goal of the respective training courses
therefore, is to produce professional welders, metal workers etc. Even though this is
already specific with regard to the craft involved, the goal is still far too general to be
of use in daily training.
Each craft in itself is usually composed not just of one, but many different skills. For
example, before a plumber can install a water pipe system, he/she has to take the
measurement, cut the pipes, cut the threads and so on. To become a plumber then
means to learn a whole variety of different skills. To ensure that all aspects of a
profession are covered, the overall training goal needs to be broken down into more
specific learning goals or objectives. This holds true not only for training courses with
a broader goal, it is also a requirement for the learning process of complex procedures
that involve more than just one skill.
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As a Digital professions Trainer, it will usually be task to define what are the single
learning steps involved in a particular learning process and to put these single steps
into a logical sequence. To formulate precise learning objectives also helps to control
whether training has been successful or not. In a way, the clear formulation of
learning objectives is the key starting point for any successful skills training.

Goal
3

1
2

4. Formulating learning objectives
When learning means change of behavior due to experiences, successful training
can be measured according to the behavior of the Digital professions Trainees after a
learning experience. To assess whether someone has learned something or not,
therefore requires a clear statement about what is being learned (content) and how it
is being demonstrated or performed (behavior) by the end of the learning process. The
precise formulation of learning objectives, with an integrated description of behavior
and the contents of learning, is crucial for the learning process. It reduces
misunderstanding concerning training measures and thus helps both parties involved
– the Digital professions Digital professions Trainer and the Digital professions
Trainee.
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Learning objectives
•

say what the Digital professions Trainee has to know after the instruction or
how he/she has to handle something

•

list by which help he/she has to do it (by using a dictionary, a tool)

•

say how he/she has to do it (in which time, with what precision)

We should inform the Digital professions Trainees about the instructional objectives
in advance. We should tell them criteria to enable them to assess or control on their
own whether they have mastered the instructional objectives.
Objectives for a certain learner group need not to be identical for all learners. They
can and sometimes must be different for subgroups or individual learners according to
their different levels. Such objectives may be different with regard to the amount of
subject matter covered and/or with regard to the level of achievement.
If Digital professions Digital professions Trainer wants to formulate objectives for all
learners, he/she has to find objectives suitable for the poorest Digital professions
Trainees. That does not mean to abandon established standards – to let pass Digital
professions Trainees for the next level of training when they do not meet the required
qualifications.
Only if Digital professions Digital professions Trainer define the objectives precisely
in advance it is possible to assess and evaluate the achievements of Digital
professions Trainees adequately to prior fixed norms. If not, Digital professions Digital
professions Trainer runs the risk of judging out of the moment, which might not be fair
to Digital professions Trainees' performances, resulting in either over- or underrating
them.
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Learning objectives should be…

S
M
A
R
T

specific

stated in action verbs

measurable

indicating minimum level of concept response

attainable

according to D.P. Trainee potential and field of experience

realistic

resource - and reality-based

time bound

be in coherence with the training timetable

S
M
A
R
T

5. Classifying learning objectives
Objectives can be classified in various ways. A useful way to classify them when it
comes to actual training is by their degree of difficulty and by their areas. According to
the three areas of learning, we distinguish between cognitive, affective and
psychomotor learning domains and the respective objectives. In skills training, of
course, the emphasis is on the psychomotor domain – the hand, but as we saw
already, the other two domains are also important – the head and the heart.
All three domains involve in themselves different levels: in the psychomotor area
(hand) operations to be performed become more and more automatic; in the affective
area (heart) attitudes become more and more internalized; in the cognitive area (head)
the material becomes more and more complex.
On the following pages, Digital professions Digital professions Trainer find detailed
information for each domain with the different levels of learning involved, a general
description with what the objectives of each level are concerned, and suggestions for
action verbs to be used. This may particularly helpful for those who will have to develop
a training plan, e.g. human resource department. To illustrate the meaning, the
learning process of becoming a cashier is added for each domain as an example.
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The psychomotor domain (hand):
Here the objectives can be ordered according to the degree to which operations
have become automatic.

Level

General Instructional Objectives

Action Verbs

Perception

Recognizing a given set of actions.
Watching a series of motions.

Attend to, listen, look at,
notice, observe, view,
watch

Set-up

Positioning self for action. Recognizing
given procedures as preliminary to
action.

Adjust, arrange, order,
position, prepare, select

Guided
response

Imitating and repeating performance of
skilled instructor. Assuming roles or
situations. Acting out pre-planned
actions. Demonstrating procedures and
methods.

Internalized
response

Performing skill/task up to or exceeding
established standards.

Complex
response

Applying internalized skill to new
situations and under any given
circumstances. Combining internalized
skills to perform complex operations.

Act, demonstrate,
display, exhibit, illustrate,
perform, role-play, show,
repeat demonstrated skill
(drill, fry, paint, sew, type
etc.)
Perfecting demonstrated
skill (drill, fry, paint, sew,
type etc.)

Integrate skill into
complex actions and
problem solving

Hierarchy of psychomotor learning objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Digital professions Trainee observes the handling of a cash register.
The Digital Professions Trainee prepares the cash register for work:
checking power, paper roll, change, laser reader.
The Digital Professions Trainee processes cash purchases.
The Digital Professions Trainee handles credit card purchases.
The Digital Professions Trainee can carry out all transactions involved, e.g.
redeeming a voucher, correcting prices, issuing written receipts.
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The affective domain (heart):
Here one can produce a hierarchy of objectives according to the degree to which
values and attitudes have been brought into the student‘s consciousness and to what
degree they have been internalized and become automatic.

Level
Receiving

General Instructional Objectives
Listening attentively.
Showing awareness of
the importance of
learning. Paying close
attention to the classroom
activities.

Action Verbs
ask, follow, listen, reply,
watch

Responding

Performing according to received
input (lecture, demonstration etc.)

answer, comply, conform,
execute, follow observe,
perform, practice, present,
show

Valuing

Developing and demonstrating
a preference according to
outlined values and standards.

complete, describe,
differentiate, explain, form,
initiate, invite, join, justify,
propose, select, share

Transferring

Appreciating values and high
standards in other areas.

adhere, alter, arrange,
combine, compare, defend,
generalize, identify, integrate,
modify, relate, synthesize

Creating

Displaying general awareness with
regard to values and standards.
Creating standards in which proper
conditions prevail.

act, discriminate, display,
influence, practice, propose,
qualify, question, revise,
solve, use, verify
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Hierarchy of affective learning objectives:
1. The Digital Professions Trainee listens to a lecture about payment and safety
precautions involved.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Digital Professions Trainee examines bills for authenticity.
The Digital Professions Trainee double-checks all transactions, e.g.
received payment, change, credit card signatures, daily account.
The Digital Professions Trainee handles all financial transactions with care.
The Digital Professions Trainee prefers situations where safety standards
are met.
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The cognitive domain (head):
In the cognitive domain the hierarchy of objectives follows the principle of increasing
complexity. It is assumed that higher objective levels cannot be reached until those
beneath them have been dealt with.

Level

General Instructional
Objectives
Knowledge of common terms,
specific facts, methods and
procedures, basic concepts,
principles.

arrange, define, duplicate,
label, list, memorize, name,
order, recall, recognize,
relate, repeat, reproduce

Comprehension

Understanding of facts and
principles, verbal material,
charts and graphs etc.
Translate verbal material into
mathematical formulas.

classify, describe, discuss,
explain, express, identify,
indicate, locate, recognize,
restate, review, select, tell,
translate

Application

Applying concepts and
principles in practical
situations and in different
context. Demonstrating correct
usage of a method or
procedure.
Recognizing assumptions and
logical fallacies in reasoning.
Distinguishing between facts
and inferences. Evaluating the
relevance of data. Analyzing
structures.

apply, choose, demonstrate,
dramatize, employ, illustrate,
interpret, operate, perform,
practice, schedule, sketch,
solve, use

Writing a well-organized
theme. Giving a wellorganized speech. Proposing
a plan for an experiment.
Integrating learning from
different areas into a plan for
solving a problem.
Judging the logical
consistency of written
material, the adequacy with
which conclusions are
supported by data, the value
of a work by use of external
standards of excellence.

arrange, assemble, collect,
compose, construct, create,
design, formulate, manage,
organize, plan, prepare,
propose, set up, write

Knowledge

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

Action Verbs

analyze, appraise, calculate,
categorize, compare,
contrast, criticize, diagram,
examine, experiment,
discriminate, distinguish,
inventory, question, test

appraise, argue, assess,
attack, choose, compare,
defend, estimate, judge,
predict, rate, score, select,
support, value
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Hierarchy of cognitive learning objectives:
1. The Digital Professions Trainee can name the different forms of payment:
cash, credit card, down payment.
2. The Digital Professions Trainee can explain the single steps involved in cash
payment.
3. The Digital Professions Trainee can perform the mathematical operations
involved in cash payment.
4. The Digital Professions Trainee can compare the advantages and
disadvantages of each form of
payment.
5. The Digital Professions Trainee can plan how to settle the daily account of the
cash registry.
6. The Digital Professions Trainee can assess possible causes for mistakes in
daily account.

Likewise, this can be done for all other professions or crafts. Depending on the
complexity of the skills and knowledge involved, one set of learning objectives with the
three different domains will not be enough, of course. It is the function of the training
plan to cover all the important learning areas.

6. The training plan
The training plan is an instrument to help us to train people. It contains information
about the topics to be covered and the time frame of a particular training activity. It can
vary from a rough outline to a detailed plan.
To ensure that the right people do the right job, it is important to specify what a
person is required to know and/or must be able to do for a particular work placement.
Training plans break down the major qualifications – e.g. being a welder, tool and die
maker, plumber – into learning modules and single learning steps, along with the
respective learning objectives and the time it supposedly takes to achieve them. They
incorporate different subjects and topics to be tackled, such as technical drawing, trade
mathematics etc.
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To formulate a training plan means to:
•

Identify the needs with regard to skilled workforce

•

Translate the needs into competencies

•

Break down competencies into learning modules and single learning steps

•

Formulate objectives

•

Allocate a time-frame

•

Specify entry requirements for potential Digital Professions Trainees, e.g.
educational background, working experience

Within the business sector, a lot of companies are not conducting training courses
as such or follow a particular training plan. Nonetheless, there is a growing awareness
that a company will benefit in many ways once a systematic approach to training is
established. However, a training plan is only as good as the people who implement it.
In that context, once again it must be stressed that the ability to communicate with
others is one of the crucial requirements for a Digital professions Digital Professions
Trainer.

7. The importance of communication
Very often, we just assume that the other person knows what to do and how
to do it and why to do it. The reason why problems arise has partly to do with this
assumption. When investigating the real cause of a problem at work, many times
we will find that people have not been instructed sufficiently, if at all: how to do
things in the correct manner and why this is important. Basically, it is a lack of
communication.

To avoid that the same mistakes happen again and again, a company can
begin to document and systematize what an employee for a particular position
should know and what general company rules and policies are to be followed.
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This way, important information is not being forgotten or left out. Instructions
are laid down and can be referred to in case problems arise. Also, each
workstation in a production line can be equipped with a chart that lists the
sequence of steps and procedures to be observed at this particular placement.
This helps to rule out mistakes, thus increasing quality and safety.

As was said, however, it is not enough to put all
these matters just in writing. Once again, it is the
human factor that makes the big difference. It is
usually up to the supervisor or Digital professions
Digital Professions Trainer to communicate what is
important to the respective people: to explain the
rules,

to

point

out

and

demonstrate

the

procedures, to correct, to evaluate etc., thus
facilitating learning. To do this successfully, it is
useful to plan or reflect in advance on how to
proceed with a particular skills training or
instruction. This way, Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer ensure that he/she doesn’t
forget important things, that Digital professions
Digital Professions Trainer is clear about the
objectives and sequence of instruction and that
Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer has
an idea of how long it may take. And together with
objectives, she/he already has established the
criteria for evaluation.
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8. Evaluation and quality control
As we said, learning means change of behavior due to experiences. Learning
objectives, therefore, state what kind of behavior we expect at the end of a
learning process: what a Digital Professions Trainee has to do/know, with what
help he/she is going to do it (e.g. with a particular tool), and how he/she is going
to do it (with what precision, in what time). Thus, we have already established
criteria, which allow us to evaluate the performance of a Digital Professions
Trainee.
In skills training, evaluation is vital for long-term success. Evaluating means to
ensure that things are done in the right way, thus guaranteeing quality work and
production and good service in the long run.
Evaluation is a constant, on-going process. It
means not only assessing the results at the end of
a learning process, it also means to correct
mistakes in between. That may incorporate
repeating demonstrations, explaining a matter
again, perhaps in a different way, or pointing out
reasons why a work piece does not meet the
required standards and how it can be improved. It
also means to give an opportunity to ask questions
and enough time to exercise and strengthen a
particular skill.
Once more, we can see that communication
skills play a vital role: as a Digital professions
Digital Professions Trainer, Digital professions
Digital Professions Trainer must be able to criticize
the Digital Professions Trainees in a way that they
are not discouraged, yet understand what he/she
means. It is of no use “to beat around the bush” that is to pretend that
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something is well done when it is, in fact, not. Also, the “This-will-do” attitude is of no
help. To approve of a piece of work that does not meet established standards simply
because it still somehow functions or satisfies the need, is un-professional! Thus,
Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer will only encourage wrong work attitudes
and also damage own reputation as a good, quality-conscious Digital professions
Digital Professions Trainer.
It is quite obvious that a company will benefit from the craftsmanship of their
workforce. With globalization and increasing competition, quality will be one of the key
factors that determine the success or failure of a business in the long run.
For the individual, the benefit is also obvious: the better skilled and trained a person
is, the higher are the chances for employment or successful self-employment. In
training people, a Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer not only contribute to
other people’s life in form of passing on skills and knowledge. Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer can also nurture and help develop the pride that people have: the
pride in their craft and trade and in a job well done
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Unit 3 The Training Methods
1. The three steps of learning
Since learning means change of behavior due to experiences, the first step in
learning means that we have to experience something new: new knowledge, new
skills, or new attitudes. However, having experienced something does not mean that
we have learned it already. Apart from experiencing something new, we also have to
understand the meaning of it - we have to appreciate it, the second step in learning. If
not, it will be very hard to really learn it – that is, to remember it, the third step in the
learning process. Without instilling the new knowledge, skills or attitudes in our
minds, the learning process is not complete.
Therefore, we can say that we have not learned something until we have…

3
2
…instilled it in our mind
1
…appreciat
ed it
…experienced it

But how do we really learn? Let us take a closer look at different ways of learning of
human beings that are also relevant for successful training.
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2. Different ways of learning
To understand the different types of learning, let us look at some examples:

a) Trial & error
A supervisor holds a stopwatch in his/her hand, and fumbles with the crown and
the pushbuttons in order to find out how it can be started, and what function the various
knobs have. He/she notes what happens when operating the crown and the
pushbuttons on the side. He/she becomes familiar with the functions of the watch, and
can operate it to conduct the desired function. He/she has learned by trial and error.

b) Observation & imitation
It is shown to the supervisor how he/she can start and stop the stopwatch by
pressing the various knobs. He/she watches closely and copies until he/she succeeds
in operating it. He/she has learned by observation and imitation.

c) Insight
The supervisor reads in the operating instructions that the stopwatch must be
wound up carefully so that the spring does not break, and that the crown must be
pressed vertically so that the axle is not deformed. He/she appreciates this and
follows the advice. He/she has learned by insight.

d) Repeated perception
Whoever needs to look up the same telephone number frequently in a telephone
directory will gradually note this number. He/she has learned by means of repeated
perception.

e) Adaptation
As a heavy smoker a student in a class would like to light a cigarette. He/she looks
around, and sees that no one is smoking, even those of his/her colleagues who are
known smokers. He/she adapts, and from now on refrains from smoking, mostly also
when it does not suit his/her environment. He/she has learned by adaptation.
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f) Repetition
Somebody reads the definition of learning. He/she repeats it several times until
he/she knows it by heart. He/she has learned by repetition, or by instilling it in his/her
mind.
So human beings learn and thus change their behavior in various ways. Of course,
learning can also be very complex and thus involve different approaches that are
combined. Also, people have a preference for a particular way of learning: some learn
easier by insight, others have to find out on their own, thus learning by trial and error.
By the way, people, children in particular, learn most of their social behavior by
observation and imitation. In the context of training this means to display exactly the
behavior we expect of our Digital Professions Trainees; else our training is unlike to be
successful. For example, if we want our Digital Professions Trainees to cherish
punctuality, we as role models have to be on time ourselves.
People also adapt to their surroundings. Just think of a very tidy environment,
everything clean, no garbage around; it is quite hard to carelessly throw away
something there. But once the environment is already littered, it doesn’t take much to
add another plastic bag full of garbage or throw away an empty bottle. For successful
skills training this means to provide an environment where the desired conditions
prevail: It is not enough to put up a poster about “Five S”, the Five-S-approach has to
be put into practice to be taken seriously!

3. The meaning of training method
When it comes to training, there are a variety of different methods that each make
use of the various ways human beings learn. Before we have a closer look at those
methods, let us first define what a method is.
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According to the dictionary a method means:
Method

= a way or manner of doing something
= the use of an orderly system as opposed to luck

Correspondingly, a training method means:
Training method

= a consciously followed way
= to achieve specific training objectives

Furthermore, a training method is identified by:
•

The social form (individual, pair, or group instruction)

•

A sequence of goal-oriented steps

•

A pedagogical concept

If, for example, the pedagogical concept of independent planning, executing and
controlling is favored, these steps will also be highly dominant in the respective training
method as is the case with the project method. The training itself then takes a typical
course; patterns and individual steps can be identified clearly.
Based on these characteristic features and the definition, it is obvious that the
widespread “observe – copy” approach in itself cannot be regarded as a training
method. Though the Digital Professions Trainee may learn something, the major
shortcomings are:
•

The training and learning is unplanned and unsystematic.

•

It is a so-called “stealing with the eyes” instead of training/learning.

•

It is copying without any planned and explicit demonstration.

•

Beginners cannot cope because it is usually too much for them.
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4. The four categories of training methods
Training methods can be grouped into four main categories. Each category puts
the emphasis on a different aspect within the learning process, such as presenting,
discussing, acquiring, or processing the material to be learned. Within each category,
Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer and Digital Professions Trainees are
differently involved in the training process with regard to giving or receiving activities.
Each category also has its particular features with certain advantages and
disadvantages.

e.g.
Lecture
Demonstration
Presentation
Presenting

e.g.
Discussion
Conversation Discussing
Role play

Training
methods

Acquiring

e.g.
e-learning
Exploration
Project

Processing
e.g.
Exercise
Repetition
Transfer
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Training methods based on presenting
Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer:
Lectures
Demonstrates
Presents Performs
Guides process of perception
and thinking

Digital Professions Trainee:
Listens Watches
Re-enacts in the mind Imitates
Observes
Gains understanding, perception,
orientation

Lectures and presentations are used to present abstract topics and training matters,
to explain complicated connections, problems, complex structures and non-visible
features. To enhance learning, the Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer can
make use of visuals such as films, slides, mock-ups, and originals. The Digital
professions Digital Professions Trainer is active and giving, the Digital Professions
Trainees are passive and receiving.
Demonstrations are used to facilitate practical skills learning. Original tools and
working materials are preferred. The Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer is
active and giving, the Digital Professions Trainee is receiving and active only insofar
as he/she follows the outlined steps and patterns when imitating the observed
behavior. The emphasis is on the Digital Professions Trainee re-enacting what has
been demonstrated and not on finding own solutions. The broader context of the
respective skill is usually neglected.
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Training methods based on discussing
Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer:

Digital Professions Trainee:

Establishes objectives Explains topic
Introduces
Asks
Gives inspiration Answers
Corrects Confirms Summarizes

Answers Asks
Contributes experiences Argues
Discusses Debates

Methods favoring dialogue, such as discussion, conversation, debate, circle talk,
role-play etc. are useful to enhance understanding and analyzing. The Digital
professions Digital Professions Trainer guides the Digital Professions Trainees by
using the questioning technique; he/she gives ideas, makes suggestions etc. The
Digital Professions Trainees are actively involved in the learning process. They learn
how to communicate and express themselves.
Topics can range from factual training matters over problem solving to exchange of
experiences and opinions, the latter helping to develop tolerance and understanding.
Also, matters concerning the training itself can be tackled. Depending on the choice of
method, the Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer is more or less dominant;
sometimes, he/she is just the moderator of an exchange.
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Training methods based on acquiring
Digital professions
Digital Professions Trainer:

Digital Professions Trainee:

Introduces problem or task
Arranges working method Assesses
work attitude Assesses result
Assists if necessary

Clarifies objectives Organizes the work
Searches for solutions Procures
information Solves problems Works out
functional solutions
Controls results Presents results

Project method, e-learning, exploration, guide text method, planning game, case
study etc. are all based on the assumption that Digital professions Digital Professions
Trainer learn most by exploring the subject matter and overcoming difficulties on
own. These methods try to develop independent learning, enhance planning,
organizing and executing competence along with social competence since group
work is mostly favored.
The Digital Professions Trainees are actively involved in the learning process.
They approach the Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer for help or advice
when needed. The Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer is a counselor and
organizer who remains at the background and only interferes when necessary.
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Training methods based on processing

Digital professions
Digital Professions Trainer:

Digital Professions Trainees:

Organizes processing Motivates
Imparts exercising and repetition
techniques Offers transfer

Memorize learning matter
Develop performance speed
Develop performance security
Transfer learned matter to other
topics and areas

Methods based on processing are focused on the third step of learning, the
instilling in the mind. They aim to strengthen the new skill or knowledge through
exercises, repetition and transfer to new areas, that is changing the working
conditions and making use of the fact that application is the best revision of learned
material.
The Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer organizes this process by
motivating and giving exercises and tasks to do. He/she controls the progress of the
Digital Professions Trainees, corrects when necessary, evaluates and also
acknowledges progress.
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5. The Four-step-method
The Four-step-method is a simple but very successful method for skills training on
a one- to-one level. It combines features of two categories: presenting and processing.
The four steps refer to the way human beings learn: that they have to experience
something new, to appreciate it and, last, not least, instill it in their minds to make the
learning process complete.
A Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer this method requires very good
communication skills since each step of what Digital professions Digital Professions
Trainer is doing has to be explained in detail. As a skilled person Digital professions
Digital Professions Trainer may take a lot of things for granted. But as we already
pointed out, assuming that the other person knows already can lead to serious
misunderstandings and cause a lot of trouble. Also, it is not sufficient to simply
demonstrate without explicitly telling the Digital Professions Trainee what and how and
why Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer are doing something. Without
proper explanation, crucial procedures may not be noticed, thus leading to wrong ways
of doing something.
The success of the four-step-method lies mainly in the ability of the Digital
professions Digital Professions Trainer to explain exactly what he/she is doing. Another
crucial feature is the follow-up: The Digital Professions Trainee is given enough time
and opportunity to strengthen the skill. During these exercises the Digital professions
Digital Professions Trainer will observe the Digital Professions Trainee and correct
him/her when necessary, and acknowledge progress, of course. All in all, this approach
can be considered quite effective, even though it is time consuming. But remember:
quality training always requires plenty of time!
1. Preparation of Digital Professions Trainee
• take the shyness
• motivate
• show the objectives and tasks
• evaluate the knowledge
• familiarize with the work place
• give advice concerning safety
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2. Demonstration and explanation
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

place the Digital Professions Trainee that he/she is
standing in the same direction to the work piece as
you do
1. demonstration: demonstrate the whole procedure
in original time
in case of complicated procedures divide them into
modules and teach them step by step
2. demonstration: repeat the demonstration and
make the single steps visible; demonstrate difficult
steps repeatedly
say what you are doing, how and why you are doing
it in that way (what? how? why?); go into detail
give the opportunity to ask questions
3. demonstration: summarize and demonstrate
uninterrupted

3. Digital Professions Trainee activity
•
•
•
•
•

encourage the Digital Professions Trainee to try it
on his/her own
don’t interrupt the Digital Professions Trainee in
his/her first attempts
make comments only on serious mistakes
precision is more important than speed
let the Digital Professions Trainee say what he/she
is doing, how and why

4. Exercising and strengthening
•
•
•
•
•

give enough time to exercise
acknowledge progress
control that no mistakes are done during exercising
change conditions of exercising
slow adaptation of real working condition
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6. Example of sequence-of-actions analysis
Let us now look at an example of a sequence of actions within the context of a Fourstep- method training: the skill to be taught is cutting a profile. First, the task has to be
analyzed and broken down into the major steps, such as preparing – sawing – going
over. Each of these three major steps once again is analyzed and broken down into
the main activities involved: Preparing then really means marking and clamping,
sawing means starting, sawing and sawing through, while going over involves
unclamping and controlling. The chart below shows this sequence of activities.

profile

Preparing

Marking

Going
over

Sawing

Clamping
Un- clamping

Starting
sawing

Sawing

Controlling

Sawing
through

When analyzing each activity, however, we will find that it is not yet enough to
describe preparing as marking and clamping. In order to be able to execute these
activities, once again they have to be broken down into the various actions involved.
Thus, it is ensured that all important actions are included and made visible to the Digital
Professions Trainee. It also helps to prevent assuming the Digital Professions Trainee
may already know or that he/she may just recognize each action by simply observing
the demonstration of the skill.
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The following three charts illustrate the sequence of actions for the three major
steps involved in cutting a profile: preparing, sawing and going over.
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When demonstrating the skill, the Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer
explains what he/she is doing (learning segment), how he/she is doing it (learning tip),
and why he/she is doing it in that particular way (explanation). The chart below takes
up the 22 single actions involved in cutting a profile and lists the learning tip and
explanation for each.

What?
Learning segment

How?
Learning tip

Why?
Explanation

1

Applying measuring tape

Putting profile on level surface, To ensure correct
hooking tip of measuring tape to measurement
pre-cut side and applying tape to
upper edge of profile

2

Measuring length

Marking correct measurement
with tip of pencil

To allow for precise
marking with dry- square

Applying dry-square

Long side is applied alongside
marked spot, short side is
applied to edge of profile

To guarantee sawing at
right angle

Marking

Pulling fine pencil tightly along
To minimize deviation
dry square on top side of profile; from correct
apply same procedure for
measurement
marking both sides of profile
using drawn line on top side as
point of reference

3
4
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5

Inserting profile
horizontally

Edge of profile is level with edge Condition for straight and
of bench vise; marked line is 1 safe sawing
to 2 cm away from vise

6

Fixing profile

7

Clamping vise

8

Applying saw

Final corrections are still
possible
If clamped too tightly,
wood can be damaged
Starting point determines
the whole result

9

Sawing slightly to and for

Tightening vise slightly until
profile holds
With appropriate force, so safe
sawing is possible
Saw blade is lying exactly on
drawn line in vertical position to
profile using thump as guide
with safe position of hands
ensured
Exerting as little pressure as
possible on workpiece

10

Sawing straight groove

Keeping saw perpendicular

To get proper vertical cut

11

Continuing sawing with
increasing pressure

Increasing sawing pressure
appropriately

12

Sawing consistently
through material

13

Reducing pressure

14

Getting constantly thinner Preparing for sawing through
Too much pressure and
with low pressure while keeping too little frequency can
up frequency
cause material to
break off

15

Sawing very straight

Saw blade has to run parallel to Like during start: danger
of tilting teeth and
remaining workpiece
material breaking off

16

Reducing pressure

Sawing through with minimal
pressure

To reduce parts breaking
off, to avoid cracks

17

Holding on to workpiece

Taking clamped part into hand

Falling down of workpiece
could cause damage

Danger of tilting teeth and
material breaking off

Sawing pressure depends
on sawing speed; ensuring
quality
Finding optimum for frequency To achieve best quality
and stroke using whole length of cut
saw blade
Reducing sawing pressure
appropriately

Sawing pressure depends
on sawing speed;
ensuring quality
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18

Releasing fixture

Turning vise in correct direction
exerting slight pressure

19

Taking out profile

Putting workpiece on level
surface

Controlling length

Measuring tape is exactly
applied to upper edge of profile

A slanting position would
cause inaccuracy of
measurement

Controlling angle

Putting dry-square on cut end

Searching for cracks

Examining area of sawing for
cracks

Divergencies of angle
can be made out against
light
Probability of cracks in
that area is highest

20

21

22

If turned in wrong
direction, workpiece will
be damaged
Here, final length
measurements can best
be taken

7. Final conclusions
As we said earlier, a training method is a consciously followed way to achieve
specific training objectives. Depending on these particular objectives and the nature of
the material to be taught, Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer will decide
which of the training methods out of the four categories Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer will choose. Choice of method will also depend on Digital
Professions Trainees – whether they can handle this particular method or not. Also,
the Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer must be able to handle the method
of use. For example, it is not advisable to do role play when Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer is neither confident with the method nor convinced that Digital
Professions Trainees will benefit from this exercise!
We also said that a training method is identified by its social form: training can take
place on an individual (1 : 1) level, but there can also be pair or group instruction. Once
again, this will depend on the objectives and the nature of the training matter.
Group instruction, of course, is favored out of organizational and financial reasons.
But there are also other benefits: Digital Professions Trainees can compare each
other’s performance, they can find help and assistance in other Digital Professions
Trainees, the likeliness of discussions and thus clarifications of problems is higher, and
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there is also a greater challenge while learning in a group as compared to learning on
one’s own. Particularly young Digital Professions Trainees will favor group instruction
since they rely so much on their peers and are usually more comfortable when being
with people of their own age. Also, the adult Digital Professions Trainee will be happy
to exchange views with people in similar positions whose advice on matters concerning
the training can be asked.
In skills training, however, it is important to ensure that each Digital Professions
Trainee has an equal chance of learning. This may mean to present background
information/theoretical knowledge to the whole group, while the actual demonstration
of the particular skill is done on an individual or pair level. When demonstrating a new
skill to a whole group, Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer have to ensure
that the Digital Professions Trainees’ follow-up activities are supervised on an
individual level. Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer also has to ensure that
each Digital Professions Trainee gets his/her turn and nobody is being left out. Once
again, it has to be said that quality training is time consuming.
Whatever method he/she chooses, however, they all have in common that he/she
must have good communication skills: The success of training efforts will largely
depend on ability to communicate!

Motivate
trainees!

Enjoy
training!

Create an
interest in the
matter!

Enhance
curiosity of
trainees!
Give praise and
recognition!
Show your own
enthusiasm!
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Unit 4 Digital Skills
Within the report “World Economic Forum White Paper Digital Transformation of
Industries” (project launched by the World Economic Forum in 2015 as part of the
Future of the Internet Global Challenge Initiative; an ongoing initiative that serves as
the focal point for new opportunities and themes arising from latest developments and
trends from the digitalization of business and society which supports the Forum’s
broader activity around the theme of the Fourth Industrial Revolution). It is clear that
the digital revolution is already transforming companies and even entire industries. In
this new world, analog incumbents – large, successful companies that predate the
digital revolution – can feel like they are being ‘hunted’ from all sides, with hundreds of
startups attacking traditional markets. But our view is that it is not too late for
incumbents to adapt, especially as they have considerable resources to fight off the
attacks of leaner challengers, including invested capital, strong brands and
relationships with customers, apart from a broad range of capabilities and decades of
institutional know-how.
Becoming a digital enterprise requires far more profound changes than merely
investing in the latest digital technologies. Companies will need to search for new
business models, fundamentally rethink their operating models, revamp how they
attract and foster digital talent, and consider afresh how they measure the success of
their business.

The report focuses on the following areas:
•

Digital business models. Companies need to fundamentally change

the way they identify, develop and launch new business ventures.
•

Digital operating models.

The report identifies operating-model

archetypes designed for the digital era and outlines the steps needed to
implement them. Digital leaders follow a lean approach to both core and support
functions.
•

Digital talent and skills. This report takes a look at how enterprises can

attract, retain and develop the right talent.
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The report also highlights the imperative for organizations to embrace the
cultural transformation and encourage millennials to join their workforce. Finally,
it assesses how companies need to adapt to different ways of working, whether
it’s integrating robots or on-demand workers.
•

Digital traction metrics.

Many companies have discovered that

traditional key performance indicators (KPIs) are no longer effective at
measuring the performance of a digital business. The report outlines the digital
traction metrics that matter and explain the importance of monitoring – and
reacting to – them in real time.

1. Attracting and retaining talent in the digital age
In the digital economy, two factors have been particularly influential. First,
transparency has become the new normal, with job applicants now having access to a
wealth of inside information and peer reviews. Second, the competition for talent has
intensified, with the digital skills gap widening.
The Internet has revolutionized transparency, with Glassdoor alone having reviews
of more than 423,000 companies.
Organizations are now publicly accountable for the way they operate, and just like
you would not eat in a restaurant with poor reviews, employees do not want to work
for organizations that are badly rated.
The only effective response for businesses is to embrace transparency by
becoming a workplace with nothing to hide and where people prefer to work. This
approach can pay off for companies, with research finding that “employee satisfaction
is associated with superior long-run returns, valuation and profitability in countries with
high labor market flexibility.”1 Transparency and open communication in the workplace
contributes to better performance through improved creativity and speedier problem
solving. Research by Clear Company discovered that businesses with high levels of
engagement and communication with employees reported productivity levels that were
22% above their peers. They were also 50% more likely to have lower levels of

1

Edmans, Alex and Li, Lucius and Chendi Zhang, “Employee Satisfaction, Labor Market Flexibility, and Stock Returns
Around the World”, European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI) - Finance Working Paper No. 433/2014, 2015
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employee turnover2.
At the same time, companies are collecting more insights than ever about their
workforce. Humanize, a firm founded at MIT, illustrates this new dynamic, with a
system that uses a smart employee badge to collect employee behavioral data, which
it links to specific metrics, with the goal of improving business performance.
Organizations need to define the level of transparency that is appropriate to their
business. Ethan Bernstein suggests in “The Transparency Paradox” 3 that
transparency should be mitigated with zones of privacy, allowing employees space to
carry out localized experiments and not be distracted by attempts to avoid surveillance
by management.

Be a great place to work for millennials
Today, a new set of principles is emerging within organizations, driven by an
incoming generation of workers who feel empowered to choose where and how they
work. Millennials have grown up as digital natives and are used both to sharing data
about themselves and to having instant access to a wide variety of information about
individuals, products and companies.
Companies need to work hard to attract millennials. First, millennials are the largest
generation alive. By 2020 there will be 86 million millennials working in the United
States and they will account for 40% of the working population.24 In addition, they
have the digital skills and understand what younger generations look for in products,
services and solutions.
According to a World Economic Forum survey, career advancement (48%),
company culture (38%) and training/development opportunities (32%) are what
millennials are looking to get from their employer4. At present, many companies are
not equipped to attract millennials. From a geographic standpoint alone, organizations
away from ‘desirable’ locations may struggle because the top 10 destinations cited by

2

Pollock, Sara, “Final Destination: Organizational Transparency”, Clear Company Blog, April 3, 2014,
http://blog.clearcompany.com/final-destination-organizational-transparency
3
Bernstein, Ethan, The Transparency Paradox: A Role for Privacy in Organizational Learning and Operational Control
Administrative Science Quarterly, 57(2): 181-216, 2012
4
Cann, Oliver, “3 things millennials want from work”, World Economic Forum Blog, October 25, 2015,
https://agenda.weforum.org/2015/10/3-things-millennials-want-from-work/
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millennials to work in the United States are cities5.
However, there are a number of important variables that companies can control.
Employee satisfaction derives from many factors, but technology is playing a larger
role than ever before. Millennials, especially, align themselves with technology.
Consequently, organizations should work to support collaboration tools and hardware
preferences in the workplace to improve employee satisfaction. Research has shown
that this can have a positive impact on employee morale, with a study by Gordon et al.
reporting that organizational support for social media improved employee
satisfaction6.

2. Creating a workforce with digital skills
“There’s never been a better time to be a worker with special skills or the right
education, because these people can use technology to create and capture value.
However, there’s never been a worse time to be a worker with only ‘ordinary’ skills and
abilities to offer, because computers, robots and other digital technologies are
acquiring these skills and abilities at an extraordinary rate.” –Erik Brynjolfsson and
Andrew McAfee, MIT Initiative on the Digital Economy (quote from their book The
Second Machine Age).
An ability to use technology effectively will be highly sought after for both skilled
and unskilled workers, with 22% of global job growth expected in digital positions by
2022.29 At the same time, as automation plays an increasing role, ‘softer’ interpersonal
skills will grow in importance.
The imperative to recruit people with the right digital skills is becoming increasingly
urgent. In a PwC report, 73% of CEOs cite skill shortages as a threat to their
businesses and 81% say they are looking for a wider mix of skills when hiring7. Digital
transformation is already prompting the creation of a range of new roles within
organizations, which demand a new set of skills, as outlined below.
5

Elkins, Kathleen, “The 10 best big cities for educated millennials”, Business Insider, May 12, 2015,
http://uk.businessinsider.com/the-big-cities-where-millenials-are-moving-for-jobs-2015-5?r=US&IR=T
6
Gordon, Steven R. and Dotan, Hilla and Parise, Salvatore and Elizabeth Volpe, "Does Organizational Support of Social
Media Affect Worker Satisfaction, Involvement, and Organizational Knowledge?", 2012
7 PWC, People strategy for the digital age - A new take on talent, 2015
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Figure 1: Exemplary new job roles of the future

Enterprises need to join forces with universities, colleges and schools to create a
workforce with the right digital skills.
Some companies are already developing impressive initiatives.
While public and private partnerships are essential for bridging the long-term skills
gap, the development of key skills that are needed should start within the organization.
Some companies are performing better than others, with digitally maturing
organizations four times more likely than organizations at the lower end of the
spectrum to provide employees with the skills they need8.
It is critical to take a long-term view with regard to training. Accepting workers will
come and go is the first step in realizing this vision for developing talent. Google’s
Marissa Mayer started a rotational training program to home-grow managers, stating
that if "we get two to four good years, and if 20% stay with the company, that's a good
rate".
8

MIT Sloan Management Review, Strategy, Not Technology, Drives Digital Transformation – Becoming a Digitally Mature
Enterprise, 2015
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3. Bring leadership into the digital age
Creating a workplace that attracts high-caliber digital workers requires a
progressive and forward-looking organizational culture. The impetus to set this culture
has to come from leadership. The traditional attributes that set a good leader apart
remain relevant, but today’s leaders also need to be well-versed in digital and how it’s
disrupting their business.
CEOs such Jeff Immelt at GE, Microsoft’s Satya Nadella and Marc Benioff of
Salesforce.com are moving away from hierarchical, autocratic top-down approaches
and looking instead to create more open, collaborative environments, powered through
digital collaboration tools. This resonates well with millennials.
Relatively few companies make radical changes to their boards and leadership that
may be needed. A study by Russell Reynolds9 found that of the 300 largest companies
in the United States, Europe and Asia, 217 had no digital board members; 66 of the
companies had one digital board member. Just 17 had highly digital boards (see Figure
X for examples) with more than one digital member; 11 of these highly digital
companies were in the technology sector10.
Successful leaders are able instill a culture where digital can flourish within
organizations. For example, Gmail emerged out of Google’s now famous 20% time
where leaders encouraged their employees, in addition to their regular projects, to
spend 20% of their time working on what they think will most benefit Google.
Employees need to feel empowered to experiment with digital in a risk-free
environment. To achieve this, leaders need to embrace failure as a prerequisite for
success. Amy Errett, CEO and Cofounder of Madison Reed, notes that “if your
employees view you as an obstacle, they’re much more likely to seek opportunities
elsewhere. Focusing on an employee’s mistakes will only make them increasingly
afraid of failure and less likely to take the necessary risks to do truly outstanding work.

9

“2014 Digital Board Director Study”, Russell Reynolds, January 29,
2015,http://www.russellreynolds.com/insights/thoughtleadership/ 2014-digital-board-director-study
10
“2014 Digital Board Director Study”, Russell Reynolds, January 29, 2015,
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When appointing new CEOs, it is essential for boards to understand changing role
profiles. Below are six key roles they can fulfill:
When appointing new CEOs, it is essential for boards to understand changing role
profiles. Below are six key roles they can fulfill:
•

Creator of vision and mission.

Expand company’s mission statement to

encompass a transformation purpose.
•

Strategic planner. Move from five-year to one-year planning cycles, driven by
data and predictive analytics. Focus more on experimenting instead of longterm planning.

•

Driver of information-based business models. Find and develop new products
and services that are (fully) data and information-based for scalability.

•

Enabler of the shift to on-demand operating models. Benefit from communities,
crowdsourcing and staff on demand.

•

Innovation promoter. Promote external innovation and go beyond product,
process and service innovation.

•

Operational excellence driver. Automate processes in all departments.

•

Create environments where humans and robots can work successfully together.

Over the next few years, one of the most notable changes will be increasing
instances of robots and humans working together. For decades, humans have
successfully resisted the rise of the robot. As a 1965 NASA report about manned space
flight famously put it, “Man is the lowest-cost, 150-pound, nonlinear, all-purpose
computer system which can be mass-produced by unskilled labor.”
Recent technological advances are removing any grounds for complacency among
the human workforce, as technology is increasingly acquiring skills that previously only
humans could master. Vast advances in computational capabilities in areas such as
image and speech processing are redefining human versus computer roles.
Technology such as cognitive computing is now a viable substitute for routine human
perception tasks, which can range from sorting ítems on a factory floor to identifying
specific features in images. Cognitive technologies are set to automate or augment a
wide range of work activities that today are largely done by humans, including manual
workers and knowledge workers.
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While uncertainty remains about exactly which human roles might be rendered
redundant by intelligent machines, it is certain that robots and humans will increasingly
have to work alongside one another in the workplace. Robot sales are expected to
grow at 12% a year for at least the next two years and some technologically advanced
economies are already building up high ‘densities’ of robots, with 437 industrial robots
for every 10,000 employees in South Korea’s manufacturing sector. 11Prepare for the
rise of the on-demand workforce
Just as increasing automation in the workplace has sparked a fierce debate, so has
the growth of the on-demand economy. A recent study found that as many as 53 million
Americans were freelancing in 2014 (either as their primary source of employment or
to supplement their main job), contributing $715 billion in earnings. 12The gig economy
covers a diverse range of activities from crowd work to on-demand work arranged
through platforms such as Upwork or TaskRabbit. It can include skilled jobs such as
programming and translation to more routine work such as cleaning data or tagging
photos.
The on-demand economy can be beneficial for businesses, enabling them to
access a much wider range of expertise and skills that might not be readily available
in their existing talent pool. Other benefits include functionality, speed, flexibility and
mitigation against inertia and traditional thinking in the organization.
Traditional channels for sourcing both contingent and full-time workers are slow,
often taking weeks to fully onboard employees. The typical process for onboarding a
contingent worker has a variety of steps such as drafting, waiting for and reviewing
applications. Moreover, once accepted, there is a legal process that is undertaken and
only then can the employee be onboarded. The online gig economy eliminates much
of this process through on-demand labor platforms such as Upwork and Amazon
Mechanical Turk. In this way, organizations are able to avoid the long and often costly
internal transactions that would otherwise be associated with hiring workers, such as
benefits, legal compliance, payroll taxes and pensions. For example, a company such
as Handy, which runs a platform for on-demand cleaners, can run with 20 to 30% lower

11

International Federation of Robotics, World Robotics Survey: Industrial robots are conquering the world [Press Release],
September 30, 2015
12 Upwork, 53 Million Americans Now Freelance, New Study Finds [Press Release], September 3, 2014
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labor costs than its competitors. 13Furthermore, organizations stand to benefit from
drawing on extended workers to gain access to a much wider range of expertise and
skills than may be readily available in their existing talent pool.

4. Prepare for the rise of the on-demand workforce
Just as increasing automation in the workplace has sparked a fierce debate, so has
the growth of the on-demand economy. A recent study found that as many as 53 million
Americans were freelancing in 2014 (either as their primary source of employment or
to supplement their main job), contributing $715 billion in earnings. 14The gig economy
covers a diverse range of activities from crowd work to on-demand work arranged
through platforms such as Upwork or TaskRabbit. It can include skilled jobs such as
programming and translation to more routine work such as cleaning data or tagging
photos.
The on-demand economy can be beneficial for businesses, enabling them to
access a much wider range of expertise and skills that might not be readily available
in their existing talent pool. Other benefits include functionality, speed, flexibility and
mitigation against inertia and traditional thinking in the organization.
Traditional channels for sourcing both contingent and full-time workers are slow,
often taking weeks to fully onboard employees. The typical process for onboarding a
contingent worker has a variety of steps such as drafting, waiting for and reviewing
applications. Moreover, once accepted, there is a legal process that is undertaken and
only then can the employee be onboarded. The online gig economy eliminates much
of this process through on-demand labor platforms such as Upwork and Amazon
Mechanical Turk. In this way, organizations are able to avoid the long and often costly
internal transactions that would otherwise be associated with hiring workers, such as
benefits, legal compliance, payroll taxes and pensions. For example, a company such
as Handy, which runs a platform for on-demand cleaners, can run with 20 to 30% lower
labor costs than its competitors. 15Furthermore, organizations stand to benefit from
13
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drawing on extended workers to gain access to a much wider range of expertise and
skills than may be readily available in their existing talent pool.
Attracting and retaining talent starts by listening to what employees are saying
about your firm, both externally and internally, and taking these sentiments into
account. Organizations consequently need to ensure they monitor relevant
discussions on social platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Glassdoor.
Referred employees have a longer tenure and higher job performance16.
Organizations, therefore, should focus on incentivizing their employees to use
online networks to refer potential employees. Creating an effective digital referral
program, with the right incentives for internal employees to champion it, is vital to tap
into this potential source of high-caliber workers.

To become the employer of choice for millennials, organizations need to:
•

Formulate a multi-year workforce engagement strategy for millennials.
Identify the places in your organization that will best suit their skills with
digital technology and create adequate rotation programs.

•

Jointly define your values by speaking with employees and taking on board
their core aspirations and principles – do this throughout the ranks and
preferably in person. “You don’t need to ask employees to publish their
individual values on the company intranet … but you do need to convert
these aspirations and values from implicit hints to explicit points17.”

•

Empower and incentivize the workforce. For example, with employee stockoption plans, project leadership responsibilities or interesting training
opportunities. Millennials cite development as one of their top priorities18.

•

Build workspaces that attract digital talent. Employees appreciate
customized work experiences, created through tailored design of physical
workspaces or virtual workplace policies. Ricoh’s innovation team worked

16 LinkedIn, Global Recruiting Trends 2016 – Relationships at the Core, 2015
17

Casnocha, Ben and Yeh, Chris and Reid Hoffman, The Alliance: Managing Talent in the Networked Age, Harvard
Business Review Press, 2014
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out of a collocation space in Santa Cruz for several months to observe how
people work and where they hit pain points.
•

Dynamic

and

flexible

work

environments

encourage

spontaneous

collaboration and interaction in the workplace.
•

Consider remote and flexible work options to mitigate the effect on
recruitment and retention of being located in an undesirable location.

•

Create polices that support collaboration and knowledge-sharing tools (e.g.,
Facebook@work, Salesforce Chatter, Slack, Yammer or Sprinklr among
others) and hardware preferences (e.g., bring your own device) in the
workplace to improve employee satisfaction.

•

With the current and future talent shortages, organizations need to actively
develop the skills they need in house by making training a critical component
of their talent management strategy.

Employers need to be ambitious in their efforts to train and develop their workforce.
Figure 2: Digital competency framework
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Develop required competencies within the workforce by assessing the skills that
are currently needed and creating training strategies that are adapted to these. Do this
through mapping out where the high-value work is in three years’ time versus today.
Mine your own organization for hidden talent by regularly assessing employees’
competencies and match these with in demand skills. Use digital tools such as Rexx
systems to quickly and easily enter, retrieve and validate your employees’ skills.
Bring new skills into the organization by hiring digital leaders and digital natives.
Quickly tap into skills from outside the company for ‘just-in-time’ competencies by
running employee exchange schemes with other digital organizations. Employee
rotation schemes, such as the one run by P&G, Google and Amazon, help with sharing
and developing new skills.
Bring leadership into the digital age. An authentic cultural shift cannot simply be
driven from the top down in a structure where one person owns digital. To ensure real
change, digital needs to be owned by every worker in the organization. Leadership
must work in collaboration with millennials to set a joint vision for their organization’s
digital future. For example, Starbucks has 33-year-old Clara Shih, CEO of Hearsay
Social and a former Google, Microsoft and Salesforce.com employee on its board.
Leaders need to hire people with digital mindsets and a willingness to challenge the
status quo. Moreover, these individuals need to be placed across all levels of the
organization to ensure ‘real’ change. While hiring digital natives might help speed up
change, what leaders really need to do is increase their digital fluency, allowing them
to effectively articulate the value of digital technologies to the organization’s future.
Organizations need to move away from a risk-averse mindset to one that accepts
failures and encourages
employees to take higher amounts of risks. For example, GE enlisted 500 coaches
to train executives to embrace concepts such as risk taking and learning from failure19.
However, this change cannot happen without the support of the senior leadership,
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though, for example, rewarding longer-term thinking over short-term goals. A possible
way for organizations to facilitate change at the top is by creating technology
immersion workshops for boards, digital acceleration courses or tours of digitally native
organizations.
Finally, companies need to move away from bureaucracy and hierarchy, and
embrace flatter structures similar to those of organizations such as Haier and Xiaomi.
Steve Jobs once declared: “We run Apple like a startup. We always let ideas win
arguments, not hierarchies. Otherwise, your best employees won’t stay. Collaboration,
discipline and trust are critical20.”

5. Foster a digital culture in the Enterprise
Culture is the shared set of beliefs, values and mindsets that guide a group’s
behaviors. It gives an enterprise a longterm competitive advantage because it is very
difficult to copy. Some of the factors that set a digital company’s culture apart are:
They have a strong mission statement and encourage a sense of purpose.
They are lean, creating just enough structure and processes to function. Moreover,
they maintain an organization based around small, cross-functional teams, as opposed
to siloed divisions found in many incumbents.
They have a diverse, high-quotient digital workforce.

There are four key areas leaders that should focus on in order to move toward a
digital culture:
•

Communication. Communicate three times as much as necessary. Besides
face-to-face conversations, consider all digital channels (e.g., social media,
blogs, wikis, forums, shared mailboxes, webcasts and videos). Focus on an
honest and open conversation style; this will make the journey easier for
employee

to

accept.

Companies

should

also

consider

using

a

communication log.
•

Journey management. The leadership team needs to drive the cultural
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change. Leaders have to consider that the change needs to reach the
grassroots level. The ‘clay layer’ (middle management) of an organization in
particular is difficult to address, so it is important to tackle this thoroughly.
Leaders need to release people’s creativity and apply lean startup
methodologies described earlier such as hackathons and design thinking.
Companies should also hold digital immersion trainings for leadership to
develop their digital literacy. This also needs to be supported by putting in
place the right HR policies, rules, etc.
•

Make changes visible. Create job aids and reference guides for employees;
consider the use of semi-permanent visualizations, change journey maps
and paintings on the walls of the offices to support the endeavor.

•

Continuous change monitoring. Use tools such as change tracking,
culture/feedback surveys and performance monitoring.

•

Lastly, an alternative way to boost digital culture within an organization would
be through acquiring a digital native.
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Outputs from the national brainstormings
1. Portugal
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Internal brainstorming EDPR
Date: 17th December 2018
Place: Praceta João Beltrão, n.º 18, S. Victor, 4715 292 Braga
Partner country: Portugal
Present: Sandra Araújo and Joana Bastos
Minutes were taken by CAPITAL HUMANO Edit Value

Method: Exchange of Expert knowledge - brainstorming
At least 3 educational experts of every partner will brainstorm, collect and analyse
state-of-the-art methodology and good practice for “train-the-Digital professions
Digital Professions Trainer” to improve ICT skills. We recommend to involve at least
2 experts with the experience on IT trainings.

Outputs:
•

collection of train-the-Digital professions Digital Professions

Trainer methodology (minutes from brainstorming from every partner with
the summary to each bellow mentioned 3 parts)
•

signed attendance list of all participants of the brainstorming

from every partner (min. 3 educational experts)

Period of realization: November – December 2018
Recommended time of realization: 3 – 5 hours
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1. WHO – The human factors
The personality of IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer (character,
knowledge, skills, motivation etc.)
The participants highlighted multiple characteristics that every IT Digital
professions Digital Professions Trainer should have. All of them agreed that the IT
Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer should:
-

Have good communication skills;

-

Have good rhythm, which means that they should be able to keep each class
interesting because nowadays portuguese classes are way too long (2/3
hours duration);

-

Be able to adapt their teaching method to the audience, given that each class
has people with very different characteristics (different experience, skills,
education, background and so on). Therefore, each Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer must adapt their speech, behavior and methodology to
their audience in order to achieve successfully the defined objectives;

-

Have a good capacity to connect with the audience;

-

Make the Digital Professions Trainees aware that it is ok to fail. Nevertheless,
they should face the failure as an opportunity to improve themselves and seek
for new solutions to prevent them from making the same mistake again;

-

Increase student’s motivation for different topics through the use of challenges
(for example);

-

Be able to train/teach abstraction and reasoning capacity of their students,
more than Maths topics especially since the early stages (when students are
still young). One example pointed out that do this really well is the Clementoni
robot. This robot stimulates the curiosity and the development of the
reasoning based on STEM - Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics areas;

-

Promote the development of the capacity to solve problems, create empathy
and foster the development of the emotional intelligence in students/Digital
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Professions Trainees;
-

Be curious and motivate others to adapt the same behavior;

-

Be able to promote critical thinking in order to obtain and development the
abstraction capacity;

-

Be able to identify the most important details and information regarding one
problem/topic.

The personality of IT Digital Professions Trainee (needs, motivation, specifics of IT
Digital Professions Trainee etc.)
The participants identified some skills that each IT student should have:
-

Adaptive thinking: in the digital area, things are changing at exponential
rates. By the time employees learn the newest software or program, a better
version is coming up. For that reason, people need to continuously adapt to
changing conditions as well as to be able to learn new things quickly and
efficiently. Every person needs to “learn how to learn”;

-

Communication skills: in the digital age, we have access to a wide variety
of new ways to communicate; they can go from the typical video-conferencing
to the use of social media. Because of this, each person needs to be able to
communicate with people within their team, as well as people outside of their
team and organization;

-

Critical thinking and problem solving skills: amongst the last years we
have witnessed a decrease in employers looking for employees that simply
follow instructions. The companies are looking for people that are able to think
critically and make suggestions regarding solving problems. In a rapidly
changing world, employers need employees who can solve problems,
provide ideas and help improve the organization;

-

Inquiry skills: the ability to ask great questions is a critical skill that is
desperately needed in a culture which requires constant innovations;

-

Creativity and innovation: we live in an age where the needs of the
population are constantly evolving and it is crucial that companies are able to
respond to these new needs in real time and in a satisfactory way. To do this,
they need employees that are capable of thinking in a creative and innovative
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way, who are able not only to follow market trends but also to be more
competitive than other companies in the market;
-

Empathy and perspective: the ability of the students/Digital Professions
Trainees to put themselves in someone else’s shoes, to understand their
feelings and to help them solve their problems;

-

Initiative and curiosity: the students/Digital Professions Trainees must have
the ability to have the initiative for example to search for new projects,
courses in order to learn new skills or competences;

-

Accessing

and

analyzing

information:

each

Digital

Professions

Trainee/student must be enough critical to distinguish the most important
information in order to solve the problem that he/she are facing;
-

Abstraction and reasoning capacity: this skill is important because the
Digital Professions Trainees must have the ability to quickly identify patterns,
logical rules and trends in new data, integrate this information and apply it to
solve problems. This capacity is crucial to think strategically, grasp the bigger
picture and quickly solve problems.

Finally, all the participants in the brainstorming activity agreed that without
motivation it is really hard to teach IT students/Digital Professions Trainees
regardless of their age, experience, education, etc. Effectively, it is much easier to
teach a student that is motivated and wants to learn more about the subject. To do
this the Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer/teacher should adapt the
teaching method to his audience and, use different methods (some of them will be
mentioned later in this document).

Differences between young and adult IT Digital Professions Trainee
There are a few differences between the young and adult training which were
highlighted by the participants. In the case of adult training (age 50+) the participants
said that they tend to be very resistant and they need to know all the steps. On the
other hand, the young adults (age under 50) seem to be more open minded and
more motivated when they are learning a new subject. The participants said that this
probably happens because the adults (age 50+) feel more obligated to receive
training.
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Thus, the main problem is always related to the motivation factor and sometimes
this is not related to the age of the person. Regardless of the age, the most important
thing when training young and/or adults is the openness and willingness of the
person.
Regardless of the structure of the classes, overall, they should be more practical
with some real examples and, they should guaranty that the students have a voice
and participate in the classes. Note that slides and movies are not essential anymore
because they tend to be monotonous and, therefore, they don’t captivate students’
attention.
Relationship IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer x IT Digital Professions
Trainee
The relationship between the IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer and
the Digital Professions Trainee must be close. To do this, there are a few things that
can be done:
-

The relationship between these two interlocutors can be fostered by the
development of a common project, for example;

-

The IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer/teacher must be able to
answer the Digital Professions Trainee/students’ questions and doubts and
give feedback whenever it its necessary;

-

Each IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer/teacher should adapt
her/his behaviour to the audience that they have or, in this case, to the Digital
Professions Trainee/student like mentioned before.
2. WHAT – The training goals

Learning objectives (meaning, importance, formulating, classifying)
To identify the learning objectives to improve IT skills it is crucial to adapt the
content to the audience, the needs of the market and the technology available.
All the participants in the brainstorming activity agreed that without motivation it
is really hard to teach IT students regardless their age, experience, education,
background, etc.
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Because of this, each Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer/teacher
should find a way to motivate each Digital Professions Trainee/student. All the
participants agreed, once again, that if the Digital Professions Trainees are not
motivated it is almost impossible to transfer knowledge and skills.
Regarding the development of learning objectives basically there are two
approaches: either start by selecting content or topics that what you want students
to know (the cognitive approach) or start with what you want students to do (the
behavioral approach). In effect the cognitive approach moves from the general to
the specific, and the behavioral approach does the opposite. Each approach has
advocates, as well as inherent strengths and problems. In practice, teachers often
combine or alternate between them in order to give students some of the
advantages of each.
How to develop the training plan
One of the aspects that were mentioned by the participants was related to the
fact that nowadays the universities have a lot of difficulties to keep up the rhythm of
content updating of the courses because the technology is developing really fast.
The participants also pointed out some aspects that they believe should be taken
into consideration when developing a training plan. The main factors are:
-

Classes with approximately 15 students (maximum);

-

Create and apply games in order to teach the students;

-

Use high-end technologies;

-

Arise curiosity between the students through the demand of what other people
are doing in order to know what they can improve. Regarding this topic, one
participant pointed out P&G - Protecter and Gamble culture as an example
because this company is always creating new products and services but they
also have the ability to systematically convert ideas. This company is always
searching for people that are innovative and like to improve things. To do this,
they display an infinite curiosity with a healthy disregard for conventional
thinking.
Regarding this subject it is also very important to have in mind all the
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characteristics of the Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer/teacher
(knowledge, motivation, needs, specifics of IT Digital Professions Trainee etc.) and
the application of the different methodologies like the ones that we mentioned
before.
Evaluation of the learning process (methods, goals, effectivity)
Regarding this question the participants suggest that nowadays the learning
process must include more practical projects complemented by a test and code
comparison.
This project must have some certain characteristics:
- Be able to motivate and attract the students for the topics through
challenges;
- Be able to develop the interpretation capacity of the students;
- Be able to stimulate the curiosity;
- Be able to train the abstraction capacity and the ability to solve problems;
- Stimulate the critical thinking of the students.
Also, it is important to establish a good and a close relationship between the
students and their Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer/teacher because
students/Digital Professions Trainees need to have some feedback about what they
are doing and sometimes they need advices and recommendations in order to
develop/improve their work. For that reason, it is necessary for the students to have
an interaction with the teacher/Digital Professions Trainee and have face to face
training.
The teacher/Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer has an important role
when it comes to motivate the students when they feel less motivated and to tell
them that it is ok to fail but the most important thing is learning from their mistakes
and, finding a solution to make sure that it won’t happen again.
Besides this, the IT students must develop more skills and competences by being
involved in more courses. Currently, each student must have the motivation to learn
at home. Because of this, there are multiple courses and platforms related to ICT
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area and technology where students can develop their skills and knowledge (some
of them were enunciated before).
In the Portuguese case, all the participants that teach in UM said that they
provide to their students some examples of high-quality platforms and courses.
In addition, the group also raised the importance of each IT student/worker have
a portfolio with a brief presentation of the different projects that they were evolved.
This portfolio can include, for example, a description of the tasks/responsibilities of
the person in the project. This is very important when the students are searching for
job opportunities.
3. HOW – The training methods
Ways of IT learning (proposals, effectivity)
In the Portuguese case, nowadays almost all HE institutions use e-learning. Elearning is a learning system based on formalized teaching with the help of
electronic resources, this methodology is supposed to facilitate the learning to
happen anywhere.
The participants said that they believe that e-learning platforms don’t work well
in Portugal. For that reason, in the opinion of the participants it is more important to
include online courses and methodologies to keep the students interested.
That being said, the participants highlighted that a good example of the use IT
skills in teaching is the virtual campus created within the University of Barcelona.
Virtual campus is an online learning environment that supports face-to-face and
blended learning formats. The virtual campus is organized into virtual classrooms in
which students can find out about the contents of subjects, send assignments,
contact teaching staff or classmates and even check their grades. Virtual campus
also provides a shared space in which classmates can contact each other, use
distribution lists, participate in forums and chats and take advantage of an internal
messenger service (Universitat de Barcelona, 2019).
Students can connect to the virtual campus at any time, as it functions 24 hours
a day. University of Barcelona also allows people to take courses that match people
interests and send recommendations to the interested parties. Each course has a
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MOOC tracker that was created to send a notification/reminder to never miss a
course.
The Open University is another example of e-learning pointed out by the
participants. The open University offers flexible part-time study, which enables
students to study without having to be physically present somewhere, and open
learning for undergraduate and postgraduate courses and qualifications.
Besides all the advantages of the e-learning method there are a few reasons that
can be considered also a limitation/disadvantage in using an e-learning platform.
These reasons are:
-

E-learning always needs a lot of resources (time, people);

-

People that work with e-learning, especially those that need to put content, need
a lot of preparation;

-

Digital professions Digital Professions Trainers/teachers need to have a lot of
time to prepare the content that they will include;

-

It is a very expensive tool;

-

There are high drop out rates during the self-study phase.

-

The high quantity of information can consume a lot of time and can confuse the
students;

-

The costs of access to the internet is also very high for the students, especially
if they access from their homes;

-

The majority of the responsibility is allocated to the students, therefore the
students need to be more autonomous and disciplined;

-

The educational institutional must have a server that can support the educational
platform;

-

All the technological components need actualization very often;

-

Doesn’t allow immediate and unforeseen reactions.
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The main advantages of e-learning in comparison to other learning/teaching
settings are:
-

Accessibility;

-

Each person can do the course/training in their own rhythm;

-

It allows a quick updating and reconversion of concepts.

-

A quick content actualization;

-

All the contents are always available for everyone;

-

It allows the possibility of offer personalized contents;

-

It allows a large exchange of knowledge;

-

It helps the development of competences.

•

Traditional and innovative methods of learning (specification of the

concrete methods) Blended learning or b-learning is an approach to education that
combines online educational materials and opportunities for interaction online with
traditional place-based classroom methods. This methodology aims to improve the
performance of the students by using the technology in a traditional class room.
Blended or hybrid courses allows students to do the majority of the work online but
they do require some training to take place in person.
The main pros of this method are:
- Reduced campus time: students with other responsibilities;
- Social environment: the value of networking and interaction between students and
teacher are much easier when done in person, rather than online in a forum or on
a Facebook page.

The students who will benefit the most from a blended course are: local students;
students wishing to learn a skill that involves hands-on experience; students with time
to attend a scheduled class; students with time to attend a schedule class and students
who learn better with some accountability.
To conclude, each training method has advantages and disadvantages and the
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decision between one or the other depends on the learning style, availability for
travelling and overall professional interest and commitments. Regardless all the
advantages of each method it is almost every time necessary to interact with a
teacher/Digital Professions Trainee and face to face training.
Other education methods can be:

Project based learning: with this method the teacher/Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer prepare in a timely manner their classes/training sessions in order
to help the students to achieve their goals.
Project based learning is a teaching method in which students acquire knowledge
and skills by working for an extended period of time in investigating and responding to
an authentic, engaging and complex question, problem or challenge.
In a project based learning the students work on a project over an extended period
of time (from a week up to a semester) that engages them in solving a real-world
problem or answering a complex question. They demonstrate their knowledge and
skills by developing a public product or a presentation for a real audience. As a result,
students develop deep content knowledge as well as critical thinking, creativity and
communication skills in the context of doing an authentic and meaningful project. This
method unleashes a contagious, creative energy among students and teacher (Buck
institute for education, 2019).

Figure 3: Project based learning
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Codecademy: codecademy is an interactive online platform that offers free
coding in programming language such as jQuery, Javascript, Python, Ruby, PHP, Java
as well as HTML and CSS. This website has more than 24 million users that have
completed more than 100 million of exercises (data from January 2014). In this website
each individual has his own profile and to motivate the users to participate, the website
offers feedback and emblems when completing exercises. In addition to that,
Codecademy allows each person to create and publish new courses. Codecademy
also provides a forum where enthusiasts, beginners and advanced programmers can
interact and help each other. These forums are also a place for learning, helping and
sharing experiences with all things related to Codecademy and coding in general
(Coadecademy, 2019).

Figure 4: Codeacademy

Kahn Academy: Khan Academy offers practice exercises, instructional videos
and a personalized learning dashboard that empower learners to study at their own
pace in and outside of the classroom. Khan Academy tackles math, science, computer
programming, history, art history, economic and more. This project also aims to ensure
that Khan Academy empowers coaches of all kinds to better understand what their
children or students are up to and how to help them.
The resources in this platform are being translated into more than 36 languages in
addition to the Spanish, French and Brazilian versions (Khanacademy, 2019).
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Figure 5: Kahn Academy

Coursera: Coursera allows a universal access to a better education
worldwide through the partnerships with the best universities and organizations to
offer online courses. Every course on Coursera is taught by top instructors from the
world’s best universities and educational institutions (Coursera, 2019).
Through the Coursera platform a person can do a course and/or a specialization:
Courses: include recorded video lectures, auto-graded, peer-reviewed
assignments and community discussion forums. When a person completes a course,
he/she receives a sharable electronic course certificate. These courses are online
and open to everyone, so anyone can learn a new skill in 4-6 weeks within a price
range between $29-$99.
Specialization: by completing a series of rigorous courses, tackle hands-on
projects based on real business challenges and earn a specialization certificate to
share with a professional network and potential employers. These specializations are
online and open to everyone and it is possible to learn a new skill in 4-6 months with
a price range between $39-$79, per month.

Figure 6: Coursera

Project Quantum: this project was launched in 23rd march of 2018 by Computing
at School, CEM - The Center for Evaluation and Monitoring and Cambridge
Assessment and the diagnostic questions team. This project promises to cut teacher
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workload while simultaneously raising the quality of teaching. We this project we can
say that learning has reached a major milestone.
Project Quantum gives teachers and students access to a vast bank of multiple
choice questions to use in teaching computing, a subject that in England is now taught
to every child at every level from primary onwards (Cambridge, 2019).
The quizzes in most topics have been developed in sets of three. One quiz can be
used as a baseline; one quiz can be used as formative assessment during teaching,
perhaps between the introduction of a concept and a practical activity and the last quiz
could be used later to check that the students have understood the content. Every quiz
and question here can also be located using the navigation features of diagnostics
questions.
Each teacher, for every question can see:
-

Data on how many students have answered this question, how many choose
each answer and what explanations they gave;

-

A per-question professional dialogue which allows you to offer constructive
feedback to the author. Currently, there are quizzes available for four topics: CS
foundations; IT applications; DL implications and Baselines.

Project Quantum has another unique feature: it uses rash analysis on the data from
millions of answers, given by thousands of students to thousands of questions, to
derive evidence-based metrics of both quality and difficulty for each question. This will
enable teachers to pick high-quality questions at an appropriate level of difficulty for
their students.
Figure 7: Project quantum
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Gamming: the teachers evolved in this brainstorming mentioned that the
application of multiple games is very important for students to develop programming
skills. In the opinion of the participants, gamming is essential to the identification of
criteria and constraint, content research, storyboard creation and program code
creation.
Inventive class room or flipped classroom: this is a instructional strategy and a
type of blended learning that delivers instructional content often online and outside the
classroom. It moves activities, including those that may have traditionally been
considered homework into the classroom. Therefore, class time is dedicated to
discussion. In a flipped classroom, students watch online lectures, collaborate in online
discussions or carry out research at home while engaging in concepts in the classroom
with the guidance of a mentor.
The flipped classroom intentionally shifts instruction to a learner-centered model in
which class time explores topics in greater depth and creates meaningful learning
opportunities, while educational technologies such as online videos are used to deliver
content outside of the classroom.
In a flipped classroom, content delivery may take a variety of forms. Often, video
lessons prepared by the teacher or third parties are used to deliver content, although
online collaborative discussions, digital research and text readings may be used. A
teacher’s interaction with students in a flipped classroom can be more personalized
and students are actively involved in knowledge acquisition and construction as they
participate in and evaluate their learning.
There are many reasons why the inverted classroom model is getting more and
more popular over the years. Just to name a few:
o Students take control of the learning process: since students watch video lectures
and study other resources outside the classroom (at home or at school after
classes), they can learn at their own time and become the owners of the learning
process. In this way, they can take responsibility for their own learning and become
more engaged with it;
o More feedback and one-to-one time with the teacher: with the flipped classroom
approach students can receive valuable feedback from the teacher right in the class
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as they proceed with exercises and other activities, thus reducing the necessity for
the teacher to provide extensive written notes on each student’s work;
o Collaborative learning: the flipped classroom encourages collaborative learning,
inspiring students to learn together, help each other with explanations and work on
projects together. If some students comprehended the new material faster, they
can help others with it.
o There are a number of tools that can help to make the flipped classroom work for
both teachers and students and turn in into a successful experiment. Here are
additional resources commonly used in flipped classrooms:
•

Animation for making videos: this online animation maker can be used to create
great explainer videos and presentations for students. It allows importing your
own files like images, audio and video, adding text and graphics on top. This
tool is also perfect for studying animation, since it is web-based and accessible
from anywhere. Students and teachers can work on a project together and
share resources in real time.

•

Edmo for collaboration: edmo is one of the most widely used education tools,
popular with both traditional and flipped models of learning. A teacher and a
student share an online classroom, where the teacher can load resources and
educational materials, assignments and tests for students to access. Students
can take online test, submit their homework and interact with the teacher and
each other. In addition to that, there is analytics that allow teachers to assess
the progress of each student and define who needs help.

•

Pool everywhere for feedback: this tool can be used for engaging students
anytime, anywhere. Teachers can send questions regarding the covered
material, ask students to participate in quizzes and find out their opinion on
anything.

•

Scribble for common knowledge: this is a very useful collaborative tool that
allows users to save webpages for later, annotate articles right in the browser,
make comments directly on webpages, bookmark websites in the cloud and
share annotated articles with others. This is perfect for building one’s own library
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of articles and make it accessible for anyone.
•

Slack for communication: slack is a popular messaging app that allows teachers
to organize team conversations in open channels. It is convenient to make a
channel for a project, a team or a specific discussion. Slack also allows creating
private channels that students can use among themselves to discuss homework or
certain projects.

Figure 8: Invective class room or flipped classroom

Using visual animation in online courses: animation is a powerful teaching
material for online courses. There are various types of animation for educators to
choose: 2D cartoon animation; 3D animation; motion graphics; infographic animation;
typographic animation and stop-motion animation. One good example of this practice
is Lynda.com.
Lynda.com: is a leading online learning platform that helps anyone learn business,
software, technology and creative skills to achieve personal and professional goals.
Through individual, corporate, academic and government subscription, members have
access to the Lynda.com video library of engaging, top-quality courses taught by
recognized industry experts. For 20 years, Lynda-com has helped students, leaders,
IT and design pros, project managers - anyone in any role - develop software, creative
and business skills. Now, being a part of Linkedin, Lynda.com serves more than 10.000
organizations. With tutorials in five languages, Lynda.com is a global platform for
success (Lynda.com, 2019).
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Figure 9: Lynda.com

InCoDe.2030: this project has five axes (inclusion, education, qualification,
specialization and investigation) that foster the development of computational thinking
for the students. InCode.2030 aims to general civil society, particularly HE students, in
the sharing of their ICT and digital knowledge with the most vulnerable populations
and with less access to the digital world.
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2. Spain
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Internal brainstorming EDPR
Date: 8/1/2019
Place: Marak Office. Ortega y Gasset 22, 5
Partner country: Spain
Present:
•

Maria Garcia. Professor of Digital Marketing UDIMA

•

Santiago Hernández. Professor of Digital Strategy CEF

•

Steve Arrigenna. YAQ Founder Expert in Emerging Technologies/ Digital Strategies &
Analytics

•

Gonzalo Barrio. Expert. Founder/Organizer Neoficios International Congress.
(www.congresodeneoficios.com)

Minutes were taken by Maria Garcia Quintana

Method: Exchange of Expert knowledge – brainstorming
At least 3 educational experts of every partner will brainstorm, collect and analyse
state-of-the-art methodology and good practice for “train-the-Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer” to improve ICT skills. We recommend to involve at least 2 experts
with the experience on IT trainings.
Outputs:
•

collection

of

train-the-Digital

professions

Digital

Professions

Trainer

methodology (minutes from brainstorming from every partner with the summary
to each bellow mentioned 3 parts)
•

signed attendance list of all participants of the brainstorming from every partner
(min. 3 educational experts)

Period of realization: November – December 2018
Recommended time of realization: 3 – 5 hours
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1. WHO – The human factors

The personality of IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer (character,
knowledge, skills, motivation etc.)
A training or education in a certain area is equal to a modern sale. It consists in the
promise that this knowledge will cause a transformation in the individual who receives
it.
Training is not about the exchange of knowledge, money or titles. The Digital
professions Digital Professions Trainers must be leaders capable of transforming lives,
it's that simple.
Landing this on the issues that are required for a Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer.
Digital Professions Trainers, to improve their skills, need professionals to help them
discover their purpose, the real reason why they teach, and to convey that simple
concept to their students. Once they share what moves them, as long as this is in tune
with what the students also want, they will be able to explain how they will achieve that
transformation (with what materials, exercises, etc.) and what they will achieve with it.
The soft skills that a Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer must have are,
undoubtedly, the ability to lead the group that their students assume, towards that
transformation with a common purpose. Communication and interpersonal skills, each
member of the group is different and a positive attitude and humility, is there to teach
and to continuously learn how to help better and more people. It is the essence of
neophytes.
To meet their training needs, the Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer
must be in continuous research of their students. It cannot be an inflexible program,
edition after edition, as we are used to by universities and business schools. Each
audience can have different expectations, under the theme that meets them, you have
to do surveys to take the pulse to know what benefits you want to obtain and be able
to achieve them through the knowledge and methods of the Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer.
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The self-motivation of the Digital professions Digital Professions Trainers will come
from the search among their students / clients of personal testimonies of
transformation. From the beginning they must awaken the interest in the student of
that transformation and he must be waiting to notice the changes. When they occur,
they are communicated to the Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer and the
rest of the group. Experiences that have meant a transformation in the subject thanks
to the knowledge learned there or to the contacts made with colleagues and their
experiences. This identification of transformative experiences is often the best reward
for Digital professions Digital Professions Trainers and other students.
The support during the self-study, will be the own community / group of students
and even the content created by the comments of students who have already gone
through that transformative process that is that training. The most effective and
accessible way today is a closed group of Facebook, organized by modules and
themes are already prepared for training and people are familiar and can easily be
managed and organized information. Another support can be group videoconferences
with the tutor every so often to address questions that are not resolved in the
community or specific cases that are interesting for the group.
Like any teacher, a Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer in the field of new
technologies has to know how to motivate and guide their students. In addition, it has
to be constantly connected to keep abreast of the numerous changes produced by the
digital sector and that are not transmitted in textbooks, but in blogs, webinars and
online forums.
It also has to be innovative and visionary to face the many challenges of a world in
constant change. With a great capacity of communication to work with profiles of
diverse students and multidisciplinary work teams.
More than a “professor”, they should be a Digital professions Digital Professions
Trainer and facilitator. This Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer must face
the learning process as a project which leads the students to a worthwhile
apprenticeship by themselves. New technologies are not about masterclasses but
about learning paths.
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The personality of IT Digital Professions Trainee (needs, motivation, specifics of IT
Digital Professions Trainee etc.)
The skills required as a Digital Professions Trainee in IT should be:
•

Problem solving skills

•

Up to date knowledge of technologies

•

Good organizational and time management skills

•

For programming, knowledge of one or more programming languages

relevant to the role
•

An ability to work to deadlines

IT Digital Professions Trainee motivation is a challenge in order to acquire new
knowledge, with new skills. When they finish the courses, the job proposal will be very
valued price for their efforts. And they can help other people in a situation similar to
them. That could become, hopefully, an inspiration for people who found themselves
in a difficult juncture of their lives.

Differences between young and adult IT Digital Professions Trainee
Adults are self-directed learners, whereas younger students are adult dependent
learners.
For adult students, however, skepticism is part of the path to learning. It's not just
expected; it's encouraged. The way that adults learn best is by challenging new ideas,
comparing them to preconceived notions, life lessons, and other information, thereby
cementing the new information into their minds.
Adults pursue education with immediate application and relevance, whereas
younger students simply engage in education without a clear sense of direction.
Adults accept responsibility for their own learning, whereas younger students
attribute educational responsibility to a teacher or mentor. How adults learn is how
adults live-according to their responsibility.
Adult learners are very independent, while young learners aren’t. It is possible
(and beneficial) to let adults work things out for themselves, organize themselves and
even decide the direction of the lessons. With young learners, on the other hand, it is
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necessary to be in charge of the classroom, giving clear instructions and dealing
effectively with learning strategies and classroom management.
In terms of learning, young learners need to be given a wide variety of activities
which relate to the different senses. Activities in a young learner classroom should be
short. With adults it is possible to spend more time on learning tasks, so it is possible
to engage more deeply with the learning materials.
Believe it or not, adults are generally more nervous in the classroom than young
Learners. Young learners seem to have no fear and are willing to try anything – as long
as they perceive it to be fun. Adults may feel anxious because of the fact that they are
not the age of the “typical” learner and so they will approach activities with a sense of
apprehension if they do not feel comfortable; they will need more positive
encouragement.
Usually, adults are more likely to be more motivated than young learners but in IT
training, young Digital Professions Trainees are digital natives, and in consequence
with more motivation.
Probably the most obvious difference is that of discipline. Teaching young learners
is all about being able to deal with discipline calmly and effectively. When teaching
adults, disciplines should not be an issue because, well, they’re adults.
Finally, the biggest difference between teaching adults and teaching young
Learners is what the students bring to the classroom. Young learners bring
enthusiasm, curiosity and energy, while adults bring life experience.
Nowadays, students who are from Generation Z (mid-1990s to early 2000s) are
different. They want to be involved and have freedom to speak their own mind in their
IT learning experience.

Relationship IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer x IT Digital Professions
Trainee
The Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer / student relationship should be
shared, with a fairly balanced participation 50/50 or maximum 60/40 Digital professions
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Digital Professions Trainer / student. Whether with interventions, surveys, exercises,
tests and not purely evaluative, but applied to your personal case.
2. WHAT – The training goals
Learning objectives (meaning, importance, formulating, classifying)
The learning objectives cannot be defined by the training index or the teacher how
usually it happens. The program must have a firm promise of transformation, focus on
the benefits that will be obtained and why it is important for the Digital professions
Digital Professions Trainer to take them to that state they will reach after the training
process. The contents index must be configured for the specific group based on the
investigation of previous needs. Always guided by that initial promise.
How to learn the skills in the best way the group or student, sometimes, through
video tutorials, may not have time to see and prefer a mix between podcast and
practical videos ... or exercises to apply in your project personal.
It is necessary a place of easy access in any device to the contents, App or platform
where you can consume videos, audios or materials from the mobile, tablet or from the
computer. And it is necessary an incentive to bring the content up to date, as a support
and limited tutorials with dates of group meetings.
The students must create their own paths and the Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer must be a leader and an adviser, who guides them during their
own self-study phases. Always looking forward to the whole process, and not limited
to the specific task the students are experimenting troubles with. For that reason, the
Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer must precisely prepare the students
paths and create a specific operational plan for the goals the students must achieve.
Planning in a proper way, the various steps that can be employed in parallel, and those
which must be established after a specific step.
How to develop the training plan
To identify the needs, we must make the students participate in surveys, exercises,
games, contests and express their problems, which they want or that hurts in their day
to day related to the lack of knowledge in IT:
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1: Perform an IT training needs assessment.
2: Keep Young/Adult IT learning principles in top of mind.
3: Develop IT learning objectives.
4: Design IT training materials.
5: Develop IT training materials.
6: Implement the IT training.
7: Evaluate the IT training.

Evaluation of the learning process (methods, goals, effectivity)
The effectiveness of the learning is given by the testimonies of the transformations
suffered by the students, a work of reconsidering the point in which they were before
the formation and after it and how it has affected their life, sometimes it is reduced to
the workplace or applicable to a project other times it transcends the personal or family.
If it is necessary to evaluate it, the best way would be to apply knowledge in each
student's own project.
To persuade the need for training, it is necessary to detect what problems the
student has that can be solved with that learning, problems that cause a real pain or
emotional regret work better than dreams or desires, but once located thanks to
surveys , this problem must be given importance and because it is so important and
how it affects the rest of his life, and once it has been posed as a problem of the first
magnitude, provide the solution through training:
•

Obtaining frequent feedback on your teaching

•

Getting regular insight on student learning

•

Soliciting student opinion about the course

Prepare students for the many jobs that are already being demanded and will be
demanded even more in the future and where profiles are currently scarce.
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ITC different levels
We consider that there are 7 key areas in which this type of training should affect:
•

Digital Marketing: The importance of creating and using a digital marketing plan
to support digital transformation and stay alive on the market.

•

Programming: More and more professions from very different sectors require
programming knowledge.

•

Robotics: Robots with artificial intelligence are already a reality and, in the
future, they will be part of our daily life. Going for a coffee or buying something
in a store while being served by a robot will be considered normal. Therefore,
people who are capable of designing, programming and repairing them will be
needed.

•

Cybersecurity: In an interconnected world, it will be key to have professionals
who protect the information and technological infrastructure of people,
companies and governments.

•

Big Data/ AI/Blockchain: Technology allows companies and governments to
obtain huge amounts of data on production processes, customers and users ...
But having huge volumes of data is useless if we do not have the capacity to
analyze them to draw useful conclusions.

•

Environmental engineering: The numerous advances are useless if we do not
have a healthy planet to live on. We need and will demand specialized
professionals in processes and technologies that help improve and preserve the
environment.

•

Biotechnology: Research and training for the generation of new medicines, new
methods of tissue regeneration, and new techniques for generating food for a
growing world population.

3. HOW – The training methods

Ways of IT learning (proposals, effectivity)
The perfect way of achieving these goals is by implementing a mixed methodology
which includes micro-learning tools, audiovisual tools and synchronic and a-synchronic
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processes. Although, the students must face the learning process by themselves and
can only advance as quickly as he/she can or is capable of.
There must be some limits or controls by which the Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer should plan the whole process in order to obtain a standardization
which avoids the slowing down of the best students yet also includes the advancement
of the slowest. Digital professions Digital Professions Trainers should use some
“triggers” for the same reasons (e.g.: if someone has not been engaged for a while,
he/she should receive a message or a phone call).
For the first classroom sessions, in which the course outline will be explained, each
student must have their digital device (laptop, tablet etc.). It is especially necessary if
the student has little digital experience as all IT training should be 100% digital.
I have already commented how you can use e-learning to assemble contents in
different channels, formats, tutorials or group activities.
The problems that arise are to be solved in the student community group or in the
virtual tutorials. Also, all problems should be recorded and available to students who
could not attend at the time of the course.
The advantages include greater flexibility to absorb content, scheduling freedom,
savings in time and money avoiding travel to attend training, more sustainability for the
planet if hundreds of students do not have to travel to a specific place. And, of course
much more scalable.
The limitations of e-learning are overcome with computer tools, for group meetings
and/ or tutorials, (e.g.: ZOOM.us) organization of modules and contents (eg:
HOTMART.com) and forums in the student community (closed groups of Facebook)
Undoubtedly the method I propose is “B-learning” (Blended Learning), utilizing
synchronized face-to-face meetings in a virtual room with audio/ video while each each
student is in their own location, yet together as a group. This encourages the students
to see the benefits of the digital environment and reinforces the advantages and value
of online learning. This is the key to IT training.
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The Neoficios (www.congresodeneoficios.com) and all the training stream of the
info-producers* is a clear example of overwhelming success and where the future of
training and employability is heading. Other countries such as Brazil have reached
mature markets using this type of training.

Individual Digital professions Digital

Professions Trainers have built communities that exceed one million students. In
2018, four info-producers of the Spanish-speaking market surpassed one million euros
in revenue in a single promotion of students. In Brazil, some Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainers have surpassed €10 million for each launch of their 100% digital
trading courses, and many already organize large on-site events that have an even
more motivating effect.
*Info-producers: People who produce info-products. Infoproducts: “An Information
Product is an article (often digital) where data and information are structured in a
specific format to instruct, educate or guide the consumer in order to meet a predefined
purpose” Examples: eBooks, Workbook / Templates, Online Courses, Webinars,
Virtual Summits, Membership Sites and Phone Applications.
The future of education is to apply the good practices of this sector and consolidate
the “Neoficios”, as a more sustainable and democratic way of training and generating
new jobs. Examples of “Neoficios” are: Copywriters, Youtubers, Affiliates, SEO
specialists, LinkedIn specialists, Traffickers, Pro-gamer, etc.
Many of the training contents are already recorded on video and edited to make
them available to students. In this way, a lot of time is made available in the classroom
that serves to debate and enhance what has been learned. It is a trend that has to be
extended by allowing teachers to share knowledge among themselves, students and
their families. In addition, if a student misses a class because he is ill, he does not
have to trust that his classmate has taken extensive notes, since the teacher's
knowledge is recorded and accessible when the student wants to consult it.
Learning must also be collaborative, between teacher and students and between
classmates. This type of learning enhances the critical thinking and responsibility of
each person as part of a team or work group.
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Also, for projects, because it allows the student to be the protagonist of their own
learning. At the same time, it allows the acquisition of skills and abilities that are very
necessary in the future work environment.

Traditional and innovative methods of learning (specification of the concrete
methods)

Traditional methods of learning: Teacher-centric classrooms
• Teachers in the mode of knowledge dispensers rather than facilitators
• Regimented classrooms
• Lack of collaboration and group learning
• More emphasis on examinations and results than understanding of concepts
Using: Pdfs, PPTS, Exams, etc.
Modern methods of learning: Technology-driven classrooms
• Continuous comprehensive evaluation
• Inquiry-based learning
• Emphasis on understanding of concepts
• Emphasis on skill building, life skills and value
Innovative Methods of learning: Exponential technology-driven classrooms:

Blended learning alters established routines and sequencing of student work and
teaching to enhance understanding and relies heavily on digital resources. This
approach aims to be engaging and coherent for learners, as well as to optimize access
to teacher know-how by reducing routine tasks. The three main forms of blending are:
the inverted flipped classroom, webinars, lab-based models, and “in-class” blending.
Gamification exploits how games can capture student interest while having a
serious goal, such as promoting self-regulation and the capabilities to handle
complexity and the unknown. These pedagogies build on games features, such as
rapid feedback, badges and goals, participation and progressive challenge
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Chatbots or artificially intelligent conversational tools, developed to improve
student interaction and collaboration, are acting as a game changer in the innovative
EdTech world
Computational thinking encourages problem-solving by looking at challenges in
the same way as computers and then using technology to resolve them. Its basic
elements include logical reasoning, decomposition, algorithms, abstraction, and
pattern identification—using techniques such as approximate solutions, parallel
processing, model checking, debugging, and search strategies.
Experiential learning occurs through active experience, inquiry, and reflection. Its
four main components are 1) concrete experience that potentially builds upon existing
understanding, 2) reflective observation, 3) conceptualization, and 4) practical
experimentation.
Embodied learning looks beyond information acquisition and the purely
intellectual by intending to connect via the physical, artistic, emotional, and
social. Embodied pedagogies promote knowledge acquisition through the natural
tendencies of the young through creativity and expression, and promote the
development of curiosity, sensitivity, risk-taking, and thinking in metaphors and multiple
perspectives.
For our experts and teachers also is important to think innovation as: Reference:
“HE Teaching and Learning Conference 2019 Teaching”
•

Blended and immersive teaching and learning practice.

•

Inclusive curricula.

•

Practice that aids transition and retention.

•

Practice to support employability.

•

Practice to enhance assessment and feedback.
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3. Greece
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Internal brainstorming EDPR
Date: 21.12.2018
Place: PATRAS, CYCLISIS meeting point – 45 kanari str,
Partner country: GREECE
Present:
•

Theofanis Valmas. Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer of the Digital
professions Digital Professions Trainers, Certified Evaluator in Exams for Adult Educators
to be Certified

•

Theodoros Baris: Director of Pedagogical Guidance and Counselling of Educators in
Regional Educational Authorities of Western Greece –Certified Adult Educator

•

Dr.Dimitris Zafeiropoulos,Consultant in Special Needs Education of Western Greece
Educational Authorities - Certified Adult Educator

•

Dr. Konstantinos Koutsogiannis, Vice Rector of Higher TECHNOLOGICAL Institute of
Patras – ATEI WEST / PhD in IT –Professor in the domain

•

Vassiliki Tsekoura – Training Director of DAFNI KEK, Adult Educator CYCLISIS

•

Angeliki Giannakopoulou – IT expert & Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer,
Project Manager EDPR

Minutes were taken by Anastasia Giannakopoulou - IT expert / staff of CYCLISIS /EDPR

Method: Exchange of Expert knowledge - brainstorming
At least 3 educational experts of every partner will brainstorm, collect and
analyse state-of-the-art methodology and good practice for “train-the-Digital
professions Digital Professions Trainer” to improve ICT skills. We recommend to
involve at least 2 experts with the experience on IT trainings.
Outputs:
•

collection

of

train-the-Digital

professions

Digital

Professions

Trainer

methodology (minutes from brainstorming from every partner with the summary
to each bellow mentioned 3 parts)
•

signed attendance list of all participants of the brainstorming from every partner
(min. 3 educational experts)
Period of realization: November – December 2018
Recommended time of realization: 3 – 5 hours
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1. WHO – The human factors
The personality of IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer (character,
knowledge, skills, motivation etc.)
The IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer, for now, sadly has a
stereotypically drawn image that is very limitedly competent in terms of soft skills. We
usually think of the mainstream “nerd”, a person incompetent of social interaction with
a wooden subject specific language.
Well, personal experience doesn’t disapprove of the stereotype, sadly. We have to
get the IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainers to surpass the sole fact that
they do now the technical aspect of their subject of reference and become more
pedagogically competent.
The IT field is an outlet for a lot of young adults both inside and outside of the
conventional academic prospect and in that way the Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer should have multiple skills that facilitate the identification of the
motive for learning, the realisation of existing bias on the field (either that referring to
the mentality of IT being too difficult and technical or the opposite, that being raised in
the digital era IT will be a subject of instinct and ease) and ways of constantly
understanding if the learners keep up with the learning process as the subject of IT is
highly logical and it crucial to understand holistically the process of working in it.
It is also really important to be able to understand the concept of media literacy,
the way that online information is used and distributed as in IT a lot of learners find
ways to gain knowledge online and it is really useful to be able to detect the plus and
minus points of this procedure and discuss the fact with the learners.
As an Adult Educator, an IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer should
first of all understand the diversity factor. Diversity on learning styles (visual,
kinaesthetic, etc.). Not all people learn with the same way. The IT Digital professions
Digital Professions Trainer should also know how to keep learners engaged, to
motivate them. This happens when gives opportunity to everyone to express her/his
own reasons of getting involved – why get involved?? What are the motives behind?
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what are the expectations from the course? – According to the results of this prior
investigation, the IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer should be able to
apply hybrid methods in order to include everyone’s aspect and the same time to
establish a team spirit.
The IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer should also be able to build
the process step by step recognising the diversity in understanding – due to various
background of the persons involves and previous knowledge in the topic. It would be
very helpful to make use of this prior knowledge and expertise so to actively engage
learners in the learning process by sharing tasks to the group in a way that each
person to may use own expertise to facilitate the learning of the others.
The IT educator should also be able to use correctly the multimedia in practice.
To can confront disfunctions and technical issues as also to make a moderate use of
them by mixing different types in order not be monotonous.
Another issue that seems important when talking about IT courses is to make
people able to solve problem which demands from both , Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer and Digital Professions Trainee, to apply metacognitive skills (
learn to learn ability) and this is a way to build knowledge in diverse conceptual fields
in the spectrum of IT discipline and domain.

The personality of IT Digital Professions Trainee (needs, motivation, specifics of IT
Digital Professions Trainee etc.)
We do have to take in mind that young adults although they are, most of the time,
digitally competent we cannot say that they effectively know how to deal with specified
IT related knowledge, especially when we are talking about a subject possibly to
concern their employment or academic choice.
The young adults have been raised in a system where the advancement of
technology was following their own, and have come to a point where automisation
does most of the work, which creates a great challenge when they have to work, as
IT professionals, on a lever under the automatic/ self-regulated environment that they
are used to. In this way for me the foremost goal, of course before getting to the actual
curriculum of IT Training, is to build on their confidence, that comes with familiarity,
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and cultivate a mindset of potential in a “behind the scenes”- level of the flashy newage digital world, while having the will to change their way of thinking.
It is quite hard to leave behind the certainties of mechanical and outlined use of
technology for the uncertainty and working for the development or rehabilitation of the
up until now well-known devices and environments.
An IT Digital Professions Trainee is a person that likes the technology and
understands the usability of the IT in daily life and work environments. He/she should
be open to the new knowledge and ready to evaluate previous knowledge, to reflect
on prior knowledge (sometimes what they know is based on assumptions that are
wrong and should be ready t to review).
Also, the IT Digital Professions Trainee should understand that the IT is not just a
vehicle/mechanism to make things work – very impressive sometimes. But what really
should get understandable is the content and the mathematics behind.
In the global research of adult learning is referred that various problems have been
identified during the courses delivered in persons with previous, low or higher related
experience and knowledge of programming (Cognitive barriers):
1. The problems are independent to the didactical methods
2. It is difficult make them ‘change’
3. The problems are related with knowledge of similar domains but this knowledge
doesn’t apply to programming
4. The learners don’t understand what is the connection between the IT didactical
framework with other subjects
5. It demands high mental engagement and also time dedication
6. They perceive IT as mechanism and not as mathematic model
An IT Digital Professions Trainees needs to get into deconstruct and redesign and
such a way procedural skills are essential, to be able to combine templates with
language in order find solutions (pragmatics), named, to plan, check and redesign.
There is a great difference between ICT capability and IT capability. The IT
profession has to be dynamic logic that is strongly enforced by programming, context
related, exceeding basic communication, and targeting to understanding and listening.
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Differences between young and adult IT Digital Professions Trainee
Young IT Digital Professions Trainee is in general more familiar due to early years
use of various tools, i.e. smartphone, electronic devices, computer, internet – words
that sound familiar to him/her- something that is taken for granted and reduce the
critical use of the multimedia – or ignore the super demanding mathematical
background and time to consume.
A less young IT Digital Professions Trainee has experienced the transition
between conventional way of learning, getting informed, communicating and the IT
revolution where significant changes happened in the speed, multiple choices, big
data, control issues, etc. Various feelings and reactions, and time to understand the
new age of technology which is speedy evolved.
I guess it has to do with former experience and inexperience in a way. An adult
learner for one is tending to be closer minded and less open to change due to the fact
that they have been working a certain way for years and thus it is quite hard to get
them to act in a different way, especially with the whole demonization of technology
occupying the rhetoric of the media. In this case if they have worked in IT before it is
a challenge to get them to shift the way they already work and get into the new ways
of the market, if you wish. In the opposite paradigm, in the case that the adult learner
does not have experience in the field already we have to deal with a case of motivation
for change and a conscious choice for something new, taking in mind that an adult
has usually less familiarity with even the field of digital literacy due to not experiencing
it throughout their whole lives.
Programming for example is a difficult cognitive field and requires mental
engagement in a high level due to specific difficulties such algorithms. It is more
difficult to adult learners who carry a more complex life domains (they are the same
time adults, parents, professionals, other) to motivate them remain focused in complex
cognitive systems as the IT programming for example demand.
It is a complex system that consists the learning of a new language with its own
symbols and signs as also its own syntax – on the other side it is a mathematical
system not just a mechanism – and that means that mathematic skills far from basic
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numeracy skills is special precondition. This field probably is not an issue of age, it
depends on the person general education and specific involvement with mathematics
world and problem posing situations.

Relationship IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer x IT Digital Professions
Trainee
Both are important to reach the learning goals that have been set.
The Digital professions Digital Professions Trainers should facilitate the learning
process of the learner and gives him/her space to investigate and invent by providing
him/her a scaffolding basis as the mediator of the new knowledge.
Both take part in the process and inventory – they don’t compete but become
agents of a new micro world where they have roles and tasks to fulfil.
Both are cooperating by making use the activity theory principles, named tasks
division by using material and symbolic means, as software and language.
The learning takes place in a sociocultural environment (on line community) and as
such facilitates the relations between the persons in a new relation building reality.
2. WHAT – The training goals

Learning objectives (meaning, importance, formulating, classifying)

Both IT experts and Adult Educators experts expressed their opinion on what
should a Course provide in terms of Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes to correspond in
the demands of IT professionals further training. The participants were sceptical on
what to suggest due to the spectrum of modern specifications labour market oriented.
More than this still remain a question if we are interested on adults that are already IT
graduates or unemployed graduates (Higher / Secondary Education with Specification)
adults coming from various fields with a willingness to unlock a new talent and job
opportunity. As the field still varies, we concentrate In update labour trends where is
noticed that IT professionals found the most sought-after IT skills include such ICTrelated areas as IT support (of high percentage), Database analysis & development
(high demand), security (around 26%), web design/development (desirable), data
management (more than 20%), among others.
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Trying to synthesize their opinions we could say that:

In terms of Knowledge:
1. knowledge of fundamental technology concepts
2. understanding of the most common hardware and software technologies in
business to accelerate and elevate their digital transformation and build the
critical skills needed to execute digital (marketing) strategies
3. Assessing security risks and prevention of security breaches
4. knowledge and use of tools and techniques necessary for successfully
teaching in today’s learning environments
5. Cloud+ accredits IT professionals with the constantly changing and
advancing knowledge they need to be successful in today’s cloud
environment
6. Storage and systems administrators with a thorough understanding of
backup and recovery concepts, and who are already using or looking into
adopting Data Protector software to help organizations protect their
information more effectively.
7. Manage, design, oversee or assess an enterprise's information security (IS)
8. Shows more expertise with networking skills.

Skills
1. skills necessary to support complex IT infrastructures
2. skills IT operators and administrators need to manage, maintain, monitor
and troubleshoot Desktop solutions
3. skills and expertise of IT practitioners in implementing and maintaining cloud
technologies.
4. networking services to users across multiple platforms, including mobile
5. knowledge and skills of professionals in project management.
6. problem solving, troubleshooting, enabling and testing security.

Attitudes
1. Decentralisation of the way of thinking of human to machine thinking
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2. Be ready to get involved in a constant evolved process full of never ended
ideas
3. Being in constant reflection
4. Multifaceted learning.
5. Being competent in formalised way of description (be accurate, be ready to
get into transforming of a subject, know to use codes and make his/her
actions subjective)
6. Invent new information to reflect on own practice, by evaluating decisions
through use of mechanisms / software, etc.
7. Invent new information on his/her own way of thinking and apply this new
approach in machines (i.e. Logo).

How to develop the training plan
The Training Plan should be flexible and to correspond on individual needs. This
leads as in the consumption that EDPR should develop an online environment with
several Modules that correspond in various specification.
As an Introduction should be Module 0 where basic assumptions on how
technology works, glossary and basic on coding, etc should be included
The rest of modules should correspond in relevant topics that are on high demand
in modern labour market, including security, management, IT business solutions, data
storage, etc
Learning is not limited to the acquisition of the skill you wish to acquire, but is
surrounded by a variety of other skills you have to get in the process in order to both
understand your goal and use your targeted subject efficiently in the future.
For example, in programming, for which I can speak more efficiently as it is my
field, you cannot get to a point of being a professional programmer by just identifying
a programming language and its syntax or learning to produce programmes in a safe
environment.
In order to be a professional you have to learn how to listen to your client,
especially when the client does not understand what you need to know in order to
make things work, you have to have a mentality for growth meaning that you have
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reasoning for both constantly researching for a more efficient, economic, fast and safe
way of producing and also having the patience to keep on going when something does
not work, because you will constantly have bugs, you will find difficulties, you will most
probably sometime get opposite a problem that you have no idea how it came about
although the whole code is yours. It is how it is.
What I want to state by that is that the actual learning plan has to have a place for
said capabilities that even though are not elements of the final skill they are
indestructible from the reality of working with it.
As an Adult Educator they should organise the lessons in an order : identifying
goals and matching these goal with the expectations of the group but also to have the
ability to keep them in the same track to achieve the learning goals – it is an essential
skill to be capable to moderate and the same time to actually facilitate their learning
without getting out of the big picture – named the learning outcomes identified in
relation to the topic agreed.
It is important to mention that the IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer
should not be arrogant and selfish but t know listening the multiple voices ( needs ,
limitations, fears, doubts of the Digital Professions Trainees) and adapting the
learning strategies to each individual – this is possible if organises the course offering
tasks in multiple formats or methods of accomplishment – group working or individual
based / on line delivery or f2f interaction etc.

Evaluation of the learning process (methods, goals, effectivity)
The Evaluation should be based on two pivots:
1. Testing knowledge on line – multiple choice: In this way we seek to ensure
that each participant understands the language of the IT sector and distinguish
form the normal language, etc.
2. Problem solving: Exercises or/ and project based activities (real scenarios
– pragmatics): In this way we involve the learners into problem solving activities
– they can provide solutions on real scenarios and in this way they can put in
action and in critical way the knowledge they have acquired being reflective
and productive. They can also test their team working skills, their capability to
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share tasks in an on line / virtual community and also to test their
responsiveness in real situation even scenario based.

3. HOW – The training methods
Ways of IT learning (proposals, effectivity)
It is quite common that most young adults getting into IT do it first on their own, and
that’s great. IT training, especially the fields concerning logic and software, have gotten
so far especially due to the existence of forums and people communicating their
problems and questions and ways of resolving said points. There are a lot of tutorials
and a lot of passionate people to try them out... And for IT that works... That works
really well…
For me though personal relation with a professional on the subject willing and
capable of teaching is also quite crucial. So, I guess you cannot have one without the
other.
Blended learning if you wish (either in physical or distant form) is the optimal
solution. You have to stick with the online community, as this is the best way to learn
from people all around the word, but a professional Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer/ or mentor, that can regulate in a way, of course based on the
needs of the learner, the procedure can find the ways to not only transfer but unlock
knowledge.
Educational methods have come a long way and they keep on following and being
tailored to the needs and ideas of our field. The idea of project composing as a mean
of assessment is for example a great paradigm as in IT it is almost impossible to get
assessed otherwise.
As for the educational procedure itself I think that a Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer that is flexible to answer questions, give time for growth to the
learner and keep up her/himself with the current movements of the field is the lement
for success.
The subject has technical aspects that will have to be filled in but there is more to
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it than that and that’s where the Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer gets
in... And that is, indeed the most important part.

Traditional and innovative methods of learning (specification of the concrete methods)
Traditional methods: presentations (ppt) and resources for further learning. This
could be applied in f2f or on line environment
Innovative methods:

Virtual Community of practice where participants

establishing teams for project development under the moderation of an IT Digital
professions Digital Professions Trainer.
It is important to be both able to work alone and in groups. You cannot eliminate a
way of working... Community will give you feedback on your product, you may need
to be in charge of a part of a specific project, thus understanding the way your
teammates work is essential or you even may have to work on something from the
beginning as a pair or small team.
So, it is crucial to have team working opportunities during IT training.
You will have thought to have space to understand your personal style and way of
working with deadlines and personal limits as in your profession you will certainly
come across work that you will have to do that is just you and your computer or lab.
Webinars I believe work really well for IT, especially for the field of software... you
are capable of following a seminar while having access to your tools and needs and
thats really important also for the webinar to have real feedback and honest and
realistic questions and answers, a general dialogue, if you wish from all
communicating members.
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4. Czech Republic
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Internal brainstorming EDPR
Date: 9.1.2019
Place: EuroProfis, Prague, Vinohradská 29/93
Partner country: Czech Republic
Present:
•

Danica Pražáková.: Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer of the Digital
professions Digital Professions Trainers, coach, evaluator

•

Gabriela Ledererová: Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer, educational expert

•

Michaela Vránová: educational expert, Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer,
project manager

•

Jiří Matějka: IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer

•

Josef Sobotka: IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer

Minutes were taken by Michaela Vránová

Method: Exchange of Expert knowledge - brainstorming
At least 3 educational experts of every partner will brainstorm, collect and analyse
state-of-the-art methodology and good practice for “train-the-Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer” to improve ICT skills. We recommend to involve at least 2 experts
with the experience on IT trainings.

Outputs:
•

collection

of

train-the-Digital

professions

Digital

Professions

Trainer

methodology (minutes from brainstorming from every partner with the summary
to each bellow mentioned 3 parts)
•

signed attendance list of all participants of the brainstorming from every partner
(min. 3 educational experts)

Period of realization: November – December 2018
Recommended time of realization: 3 – 5 hours
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1. WHO – The human factors
The personality of IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer (character,
knowledge, skills, motivation etc.)
The first requirement for IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer therefore
is that he or she can perform all the occupation specific skills involved in a particular
IT profession and therein meet professional standards. The Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer must also be equipped with the relevant specialized knowledge of
the respective craft to be able to explain what the Digital Professions Trainees are
doing and to give further background information whenever needed.
Analysing, correcting, evaluating, organizing and planning are some of the
methodological skills needed as a Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer. The
Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer will have to organize training, decide on
the sequence, plan and execute it, monitor progress of Digital Professions Trainees,
evaluate skills and knowledge and correct mistakes. The Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer may even have to deliver short presentations at times and make
use of visual aids for better understanding.
Last, not least, the Digital professions Trainer must be able to display social skills,
that is communicating with and relating to others. He/she has to be able to explain, to
encourage, criticize, motivate and praise. Without communication skills and the ability
to handle different kinds of people, professional expertise, e.g. as a welder, is hardly
of any use when it comes to training. Unless he/she can communicate the crucial points
to Digital Professions Trainees and explain them how and why something is done in a
particular fashion, he/she will not be successful as a Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer. The professional competence of a Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer therefore comprises three areas:
•

Occupation specific skills (appropriate IT skills)

•

Methodological skills

•

Social skills
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The personality of IT Digital Professions Trainee (needs, motivation, specifics of IT
Digital Professions Trainee etc.)
Each Digital Professions Trainee is different. While some can easily assimilate
some subject matters, they encounter difficulties in other areas. As a Digital
professions Digital Professions Trainer, you have to consider the individual traits and
characteristics which differentiate each Digital Professions Trainee and cause each to
react in his/her own peculiar way. the differences between learners depend on a wide
variety of factors, one of them being age: in general, the ability to learn increases
rapidly from early childhood to the early twenties, after which it declines very slowly up
to about the age of 45. Somewhere around 55, a steeper decline begins. While
manipulative skills are usually learned faster by the younger ones, middle-aged people
can be more adept at learning due to their better background of knowledge and
experience. Despite of age, continuous learning has become a necessity today
because of the constant and rapid changes in procedures, processes etc.
o Youth, the time between childhood and adulthood (10/12 to 18/20 years), is the
period in which the growing human being attempts to become an independent
personality. The central conflicts of young people stem from that intermediate
position. This transition period and the physical changes involved often lead to
uncertainty and problems of orientation. The young people’s difficulties with their
own development frequently then lead to difficulties with their environment,
particularly with adults. The group of persons of their own age (peer group), on the
other hand, is an important aid to orientation for young people since it is also the
training ground for behaviour in adult society.
o Adults generally consist of personalities which are relatively complete. They have
increasing experience of life and clearer ideas of themselves and their goals than
young people. They are accustomed to acting as persons who are independent
and free, who are fully capable of running a business and making sound
judgements. All in all, they have developed habits which they are not easily willing
to abandon or have questioned. This commitment becomes stronger, the older one
becomes.
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Differences between young and adult IT Digital Professions Trainee
Though young people want to be taken seriously, that doesn’t mean to treat them
in exactly the same way as other adults. On the contrary, it may tempt them to have
exaggerated opinions of themselves and even result in considerable disciplinary
problems. The art of relating to them means finding the right tone for the right situation
and person. For your young Digital Professions Trainees, you will be a model, a
supervisor, and even a counsellor at times. As towards the adult learner, wherever
possible you behave in a partner-like and friendly manner; you express criticism
carefully and fairly and you show that you have confidence in his/her capability. In your
training approach you utilize supportive and reinforcing elements to make learning an
experience of success from the very beginning. As much as the young Digital
Professions Trainee needs to be encouraged, this holds also true for the adult learner.

Relationship IT Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer x IT Digital Professions
Trainee
A model is only effective when young people can observe and copy how adult
models master problems which they themselves also have. For a Digital professions
Digital Professions Trainer that means that he/she should avoid giving the impression
of being able to do „everything “, and do it perfectly. It may even lead to defiance on
the part of the Digital Professions Trainees as there is too great a distance between
Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer and Digital Professions Trainee: The
Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer is too far away to be a model and she/he
also may cause a feeling of inferiority.

2. WHAT – The training goals
Learning objectives (meaning, importance, formulating, classifying)

When learning is defined as change of behaviour, the fact that somebody has
learned something should be seen in his/her behaviour after learning. If, for example,
a Digital Professions Trainee does not change his/her behaviour, then it is impossible
for the Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer to know whether he/she has
really learned anything. This is quite obvious when we look at an example:
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o Previously, he/she was not able to explain a band saw, but now he/she can!
o Previously, he/she was not able to cut wood with a band saw, but now he/she
can!
o Previously, he/she was not able to cut accurately, but now he/she can!
So, through learning we can acquire new:
•

Knowledge – we know more than before

•

Skills – we do things better than before

•

Attitudes – we hold a different opinion than before

Which leads to new patterns of behaviour – we behave differently than before.
Learning objectives:
•

say what the Digital Professions Trainee has to know after the instruction or
how he/she has to handle something

•

list by which help he/she has to do it (by using a dictionary, a tool)

•

say how he/she has to do it (in which time, with what precision)

We should inform the Digital Professions Trainees about the instructional objectives
in advance. We should tell them criteria to enable them to assess or control on their
own whether they have mastered the instructional objectives.

Objectives for a certain learner group need not to be identical for all learners. They
can and sometimes must be different for subgroups or individual learners according to
their different levels. Such objectives may be different with regard to the amount of
subject matter covered and/or with regard to the level of achievement.

How to develop the training plan
The training plan is an instrument to help us to train people. It contains information
about the topics to be covered and the time frame of a particular training activity. It can
vary from a rough outline to a detailed plan.
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To formulate a training plan means to:
•

Identify the needs with regard to skilled workforce

•

Translate the needs into competencies

•

Break down competencies into learning modules and single learning steps

•

Formulate objectives

•

Allocate a time-frame

•

Specify entry requirements for potential Digital Professions Trainees, e.g.
educational background, working experience

Evaluation of the learning process (methods, goals, effectivity)

Evaluation is a constant, on-going process. It means not only assessing the results
at the end of a learning process, it also means to correct mistakes in between. That
may incorporate repeating demonstrations, explaining a matter again, perhaps in a
different way, or pointing out reasons why a work piece does not meet the required
standards and how it can be improved. It also means to give an opportunity to ask
questions and enough time to exercise and strengthen a particular skill.
In skills training, evaluation is vital for long-term success. Evaluating means to
ensure that things are done in the right way, thus guaranteeing quality work and
production and good service in the long run.
3. HOW – The training methods

Ways of IT learning (proposals, effectivity)
Many employers understand the benefits of IT training for their staff. However, a
few have remained on the fence when it comes to bringing in a consultant to institute
a program that fully immerses the hierarchy in information technology. Because IT
training was once considered a benefit, and not a necessity, those same corporations
are scrambling to keep up. Considering the new cyber security and evidence showing
that a lack of IT training can increase a business’ cyber risk the necessity is now clearer
than ever.
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Given the importance of IT in managing both risk and opportunity, much thought,
preparation, and planning must go into the program before it is introduced to
employees.
List of the key elements involved in corporate IT training so that the Digital
Professions Trainee will learn and implement their new-found knowledge to the benefit
of business.

Traditional and innovative methods of learning (specification of the concrete methods)

Make it All Inclusive
Every link in the company chain should be a part of your IT training curriculum.
While some employees will require more intensive sessions and deeper knowledge
briefing than others, anyone that touches corporate digital properties (even if it’s just
email) should be factored in. It may be that one individual that does nothing more than
check company email that opens an attachment and exposes your company to a cyber
threat. Leave no stone unturned when it comes to staff IT training.

Make it Relevant
Ensure that training doesn’t become a jargon-filled seminar which neglects
scenarios that mirror day to day activities of employees. In fact, it’s a good idea to ask
staff to provide preferred topics ahead of time so that Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainers can incorporate them into a predetermined agenda. The
Chartered Institute of Personnel Development (CIPD) has stated that employee-led,
integrated learning is *the new normal. *While the concept of allowing Digital
Professions Trainees the flexibility to choose among different IT training delivery
methods is nothing new, some businesses need to catch up.

Make it Mobile
Thanks to eLearning, IT training has left the classroom setting. But as technology
grows so too does the eLearning concept. Leading 2016-17 trends in information
technology for businesses is mLearning. The m stands for mobile, a logical moniker
that addresses your staff’s increased use of smartphones and tablets to conduct day
to day activities in and outside of the office environment. The concept represents the
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evolution of eLearning, adapting the organizational learning experience and putting in
the hands of your staff for on-the-go consumption via their mobile device. It breaks
eLearning traditions by delivering modular micro-learning in alignment with one’s
attention span, which in turn increases knowledge retention. In addition, mLearning
takes a “pull” approach (versus eLearning “push”) which allows staff to access
information when they need it. mLearning also fits a corporate culture where
employees work remotely either part-time, full-time, or simply do not work in a static
cubicle setting. The flexibility of mLearning is embraced by employees of today and
they are more than happy to consume materials on the commute home, or at
home. reports an improvement in adoption, knowledge retention, and engagement as
a result of this new IT training method.
Make it Collaborative and Social
One digital area where your staff is likely well-versed is social media. Take
advantage of their savviness on networks such as Twitter and Facebook and set up a
virtual training group on either or both platforms. Prompt employees to pose questions
before and after a training session via a post. Empower them to Tweet during a live
training event and have Digital Professions Trainers read their questions aloud during
the session. Also encourage staff to collaborate and interact with one another through
these corporate social media groups. You’ll find those that were able to digest new
information better than others will become teachers themselves and share what they
have learned with their peers and subordinates. When set-up and managed well,
organizational social networking groups can serve as invaluable tools to complement
your IT training strategy.
Make it Ongoing
Information technology grows and changes at a rapid pace. What applies one year
may be obsolete in the next. Things can even change on a month to month basis and
when it comes to cyber security a one-off occurrence can demand that your staff be
updated with new measures to prevent an attack on your business. Thus, your IT
training program should not just stop upon its initial (and successful) completion. You
may have heard of the Agile Manifesto in software development. Well that same
attention to individuals and interactions, working models, client collaboration, and
immediate response to change should apply to your IT training program. It must remain
as agile and dynamic as the industry itself. Any IT consultant that you bring in should
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offer ongoing training for your staff as demanded by your business needs, when
developments call for it.
IT Training is a practical way for an organization to align its IT strategy with its
business strategy. We encourage you to contact us today if you would like to learn
more about how we can help your business get the most of its technology .

The definition of the IT skills typology for IT professions

Coding
One of the basic skill sets an employer will look for in an IT professional is the ability
to write code. If the job is programming, an employer may seek a candidate who can
code in several different languages, as many systems are built using more than just
one language. Writing code takes more than just proficiency with the coding language,
it requires logical thinking, problem-solving, integrating different technologies, and
having a broad understanding of information systems. An IT professional should also
have an understanding of the process of code-writing, in order to see a software
development project through and to manage things like .

Networks
Knowledge networking is something that will be required of most IT professionals,
in companies both large and small. Knowledge networking is an extension of good
communication skills, as it requires gathering groups of people in a working
environment to share what they know, in order to build a system of knowledge within
an organization that is more than the sum of its parts. Knowledge networks require
individual IT professionals to be open with their knowledge and to be open and curious
about learning new things from their colleagues.
On the other side of “networks,” some IT jobs may include network architects,
engineers, and systems administrators. Network administrators (or systems
administrators) are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a larger system.

Time Management
Many IT professionals will need to be self-directed and self-motivated, and a big
part of self-directed work means an ability to manage time well. Technology work can
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often take longer than anticipated, as proven by how often timelines and milestones
change over the course of a long project. An IT professional should be able to
accurately assess how long a project should take, and then be able to stick to those
timelines. He or she should also be able to help an entire team manage their time, on
a daily, weekly, monthly, and project basis.

Communication
It’s a commonly held belief in the industry that IT professionals can exist comfortably
as introverts, but this is a misconception. Communication skills are paramount for
anyone in IT, as information technology professionals are often required to work across
many teams and groups. IT professionals often have to provide tech solutions for
people who aren’t as savvy. They have to demonstrate leadership at all levels of
projects, and with many different groups. They’re often called on to present ideas and
reports in larger groups of people.
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Benchmarking conclusions - summary
Commonly referred to as Digital skills, there are many job titles in the technology
sector. From programming and database creation to providing general technical
support, there are roles for people with many areas of interest, and many levels of
expertise.
The broad swath of jobs available means that employers look for different skills
when hiring. Some may look for expertise in a specific language or program, while
others might look for more general skills.
For example, the ability to communicate clearly, the ability to manage complicated
projects with varying milestones and deadlines, and the ability to manage budgets and
the needs of peers in other departments.
People with jobs in information technology (IT) use computers, software, networks,
servers, and other technology to manage and store data. Information technology job
titles can vary greatly from one company to another. For instance, one company may
recruit for a "developer" where another company recruits for a "programmer" — but the
work may be precisely the same at the two companies, despite the difference in job
titles. Also, many of the skills in this field are transferable, which means candidates
may be qualified for many different roles.
According to the Bureau of Labour Statistics (BLS), jobs in IT are growing well
above average rates of all other occupations, with 13 percent growth expected from
2016 to 2026.
This growth is no big surprise, as technology continues to flourish with new
websites, applications, and products launching constantly. The BLS predicts that the
IT industry will add 557,100 new jobs by 2026. These occupations are high-paying: the
median annual salary for IT jobs was $84,580 in May 2017, more than twice the median
wage for all jobs.
Below is a list of some of the most common job titles from the IT industry,
as well as a description of each. For more information about each job title, check out
the Bureau of Labour Statistics’ Occupational Outlook Handbook.
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Cloud Computing Engineers
Computer computing engineers define, design, build, and maintain systems and
solutions leveraging systems and infrastructure managed by cloud providers such as
Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft Azure.
o Cloud Architect
o Cloud Consultant
o Cloud Product and Project Manager
o Cloud Services Developer
o Cloud Software and Network Engineer
o Cloud System Administrator
o Cloud System Engineer
Computer Network Specialists
Computer network specialists and analysts define, design, build, and maintain a
variety of data communication networks and systems. They typically have a bachelor’s
degree in computer science or a related field. Some also have a master’s degree in
business administration (MBA), with a focus in information systems. Computer network
architects can earn relatively high salaries – the median salary is $104,650.
o Computer and Information Research Scientist
o Computer and Information Systems Manager
o Computer Network Architect
o Computer Systems Analyst
o Computer Systems Manager
o IT Analyst
o IT Coordinator
o Network Administrator
o Network Architect
o Network and Computer Systems Administrator
o Network Engineer
o Network Systems Administrator
o Senior Network Architect
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o Senior Network Engineer
o Senior Network System Administrator
o Telecommunications Specialist
Computer Support Specialist
Computer support specialists and network administrators help computer users
and organizations. Some of these workers support computer networks by testing and
evaluating network systems and ensuring that the day-to-day operations work.
Others provide customer service by helping people with their computer problems.
Some require a bachelor’s degree, while others need an associate degree or postsecondary classes.
o Customer Support Administrator
o Customer Support Specialist
o Desktop Support Manager
o Desktop Support Specialist
o Help Desk Specialist
o Help Desk Technician
o IT Support Manager
o IT Support Specialist
o IT Systems Administrator
o Senior Support Specialist
o Senior System Administrator
o Support Specialist
o Systems Administrator
o Technical Specialist
o Technical Support Engineer
o Technical Support Specialist

Database Administrator
Database administrators help store and organize data or companies and/or
customers. They protect the data from unauthorized users. Some work for
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companies that provide computer design services. Others work for organizations with
large database systems, such as educational institutions, financial firms, and more.
These jobs are growing at a faster-than-average rate, with an expected 11 percent
growth in jobs between 2016-2026.
o Data Center Support Specialist
o Data Quality Manager
o Database Administrator
o Senior Database Administrator

Information Technology Analysts
IT analysts are responsible for designing and implementing organizational
technology for businesses. They create solutions for collecting and analysing market
data, customer input and client information.
o Application Support Analyst
o Senior System Analyst
o Systems Analyst
o Systems Designer

Information Technology Leadership
Leadership in IT draws from candidates with strong technology backgrounds and
superior management skills. They have experience in creating and implementing
policies and systems to meet IT objectives, and the ability to budget the time and
funds necessary.
o Chief Information Officer (CIO)
o Chief Technology Officer (CTO)
o Director of Technology
o IT Director
o IT Manager
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o Management Information Systems Director
o Technical Operations Officer
Information Security Specialist
The increased incidence of security breaches and the associated danger of
identity theft has enhanced the importance of protecting data on commercial and
governmental sites. Information security analysts help defend an organization’s
computer network and computer systems. They plan and carry out a variety of
security measures, such as installing and using software, and simulating cyberattacks to test systems. Information security jobs are expected to grow much faster
than average, with an increase of 28 percent between 2016 and 2026.
o Information Security
o Security Specialist
o Senior Security Specialist
Software/Application Developer
Software developers design, run, and test various computer programs and
applications. Application Developers create new applications and code solutions.
They usually have a bachelor’s degree in computer science or a related field. They
also have strong programming skills. Software developer jobs are expected to grow
by about 24 percent from 2016-2026. The average salary of a software developer is
$103,560.
o Application Developer
o Applications Engineer
o Associate Developer
o Computer Programmer
o Developer
o Java Developer
o Junior Software Engineer
o .NET Developer
o Programmer
o Programmer Analyst
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o Senior Applications Engineer
o Senior Programmer
o Senior Programmer Analyst
o Senior Software Engineer
o Senior System Architect
o Senior System Designer
o Senior Systems Software Engineer
o Software Architect
o Software Developer
o Software Engineer
o Software Quality Assurance Analyst
o System Architect
o Systems Software Engineer
Web Developer
Web developers design, create, and modify websites. They are responsible for
maintaining a user friendly, stable website that offers the necessary functionality for
their client’s needs. Some jobs require a bachelor’s degree, while others need an
associate degree including classes in HTML, JavaScript, or SQL.
o Front End Developer
o Senior Web Administrator
o Senior Web Developer
o Web Administrator
o Web Developer
o Webmaster
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1. Definition of key Digital skills
Further to the desk research and outputs from brainstorming we analyse the
following Digital skills to be focused on:
Professional IT knowledge:
Digital Marketing: The importance of creating and using a digital marketing plan
to support digital transformation and stay alive on the market.
Programming: More and more professions from very different sectors require
programming knowledge.
Robotics: Robots with artificial intelligence are already a reality and, in the future,
they will be part of our daily life. Going for a coffee or buying something in a store while
being served by a robot will be considered normal. Therefore, people who are capable
of designing, programming and repairing them will be needed.
Cybersecurity: In an interconnected world, it will be key to have professionals who
protect the information and technological infrastructure of people, companies and
governments.
Big Data/ AI/Blockchain: Technology allows companies and governments to
obtain huge amounts of data on production processes, customers and users ... But
having huge volumes of data is useless if we do not have the capacity to analyze them
to draw useful conclusions.
Environmental engineering: The numerous advances are useless if we do not
have a healthy planet to live on. We need and will demand specialized professionals
in processes and technologies that help improve and preserve the environment.
Biotechnology: Research and training for the generation of new medicines, new
methods of tissue regeneration, and new techniques for generating food for a growing
world population.
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Skills – necessary to support professional Digital knowledge
Time management: need to be self-directed and self-motivated, and a big part of
self-directed work means an ability to manage time well
Communication: Communication skills are paramount for anyone in IT, as
information technology professionals are often required to work across many teams
and groups
Project management: to be able realize, monitor and check the activities
concerning the particular IT project
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2. Set of comparable “teaching methods”
The perfect way of achieving these goals is by implementing a mixed methodology
which includes micro-learning tools, audiovisual tools and synchronic and a-synchronic
processes. Although, the students must face the learning process by themselves and
can only advance as quickly as he/she can or is capable of.

All countries are used to focused on traditional classroom sessions, e-learning,
blended learning, mobile applications etc. Not so traditional, but also often used are
webinars and virtual classrooms.

The innovative IT training methods:

Gamification exploits how games can capture student interest while having a
serious goal, such as promoting self-regulation and the capabilities to handle
complexity and the unknown. These pedagogies build on games features, such as
rapid feedback, badges and goals, participation and progressive challenge.
Chatbots or artificially intelligent conversational tools, developed to improve
student interaction and collaboration, are acting as a game changer in the innovative
EdTech world.
Computational thinking encourages problem-solving by looking at challenges in
the same way as computers and then using technology to resolve them. Its basic
elements include logical reasoning, decomposition, algorithms, abstraction, and
pattern identification—using techniques such as approximate solutions, parallel
processing, model checking, debugging, and search strategies.
Experiential learning occurs through active experience, inquiry, and reflection. Its
four main components are 1) concrete experience that potentially builds upon existing
understanding, 2) reflective observation, 3) conceptualization, and 4) practical
experimentation.
Embodied learning looks beyond information acquisition and the purely
intellectual by intending to connect via the physical, artistic, emotional, and
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social. Embodied pedagogies promote knowledge acquisition through the natural
tendencies of the young through creativity and expression, and promote the
development of curiosity, sensitivity, risk-taking, and thinking in metaphors and multiple
perspectives.
Invective class room or flipped classroom: this is a instructional strategy and a
type of blended learning that delivers instructional content often online and outside the
classroom. It moves activities, including those that may have traditionally been
considered homework into the classroom. Therefore, class time is dedicated to
discussion. In a flipped classroom, students watch online lectures, collaborate in online
discussions or carry out research at home while engaging in concepts in the classroom
with the guidance of a mentor.

3. Set of the characteristics of the Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer
A training or education in a certain area is equal to a modern sale. It consists in the
promise that this knowledge will cause a transformation in the individual who receives
it.
Training is not about the exchange of knowledge, money or titles. The Digital
professions Digital Professions Trainers must be leaders capable of transforming lives,
it's that simple. More than a “professor”, they should be a Digital professions Digital
Professions Trainer and facilitator. This Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer
must face the learning process as a project which leads the students to a worthwhile
apprenticeship by themselves. New technologies are not about masterclasses but
about learning paths.
The Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer should have the following skills:

Occupation specific skills (appropriate IT skills) - specific skills involved in a
particular IT profession and therein meet professional standards
Methodological skills - to organize training, decide on the sequence, plan and
execute it, monitor progress of Digital Professions Trainees, evaluate skills and
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knowledge and correct mistakes. The Digital professions Digital Professions Trainer
may even have to deliver short presentations at times and make use of visual aids for
better understanding
Social skills - communicating with and relating to others. He/she has to be able to
explain, to encourage, criticize, motivate and praise. Without communication skills and
the ability to handle different kinds of people, professional expertise, e.g. as a welder,
is hardly of any use when it comes to training
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